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Melrose concerns
University Center
Lodge poses safety risks for students, Radcliffe says

1

ISA ROSATO
senior writer

KATIE RELlHAN/contributinf; photographer
Melrose Caverns, above, is located in Keezletown. A short trip from
campus, the spot is frequently rented out by JMU student groups.

For years, Melrose Caverns
has been a popular place for
student organizations to hold
large-scale functions, but the
administration has voiced
concerns about the site.
The old lodge house offers
expansive space, economic prices
and a change of atmosphere
from the usual party setting.
Kristin Radcliffe, associate
director of University Center, is
afraid that groups too often
picture Melrose as the land of the
free — a place where no policies
apply.
"Greek organizations are
violating their insurance policies

when they have a social function
that isn't strictly regulated,"
Radcliffe said. "Anything that
has a common source of alcohol,
where minors are served, and
people can bring in alcohol, the
insurance is void. But any club,
renting in the name of their
organization
is
making
themselves liable for risk."
Any groups who use
organizational
money
to
purchase alcohol for a function
where minors may be served
and someone may be hurt are at
risk, she said.
For Greeks, their insurance
policies apply everywhere,
Radcliffe said. For other groups,
it may not be an insurance
concern, as much as a legal

problem. If they are considered a
legal entity with a tax ID number
then they are liable for alcohol
related accidents as a result of
their function, she said.
"Melrose is a humongous
problem," Radcliffe said. "If I
could change one thing for all
organizations, just for the safety
of our members ... I would
definitely say the best choice
they could make would be not to
go there because it is so remote;
there's no security, there's no
enforcement of any kind."
Jim Yancey, a co-owner of
Melrose, said that students
interested in renting out the
facility must sign a contract. This
see MELROSE page 9

The impact of AIDS
Speaker captivates audience with life story

J

ARCIA APPERSON
senior writer

About 33.4 million people
around the world are living with
HIV or AIDS, according to
estimates by the World Health
Organization.
But
that's
not
what
motivational speaker Denise
Stokes discussed with more than
100 students in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre Tuesday night.
"I want to talk to you from a
personal perspective," she said.
Stokes told the audience her
life story, starting at the age of 13
when she was raped and
infected with the disease.
However, she didn't let anyone
know she had been raped and
didn't know she had HIV.

and Habitat
■ Habitat for Humanity is sponsoring
a basketball tournament Saturday
with high school students to raise
funds for a house project. Page 3
HOOPS

When Stokes was a senior in
high school, she wanted to go to
college but she didn't have
enough money. Stokes decided
to enlist in the Army. When she
had her medical tests done,
Stokes was told she had AIDS
and would probably not live
past the age of 21.
"I could not fathom what he
was telling me," Stokes said. "...
I was stunned because I had
never dealt with the concept of
dying."
Stokes said she thought the
hardest thing she would have to
deal with at that age was going
to the prom and choosing a
university.
During the mid-'80s, when
Stokes found out she had AIDS,
she said people didn't want to

talk about AIDS and she couldn't
find out many facts.
"I was the complete opposite
of everything I thought AIDS to
be," she said. 'To me AIDS was a
gay, white male disease."
Stokes stressed to the
audience that anyone can be
infected with HIV or AIDS. She
said it crosses all boundaries and
doesn't discriminate based on
intelligence, race, gender or class.
"AIDS happens to average
American people," Stokes said.
Stokes said there are days
when she has been very sick, but
she has never missed a speech.
"I have been so sick that I did
not recognize myself when I
looked at myself in the mirror,"
see AIDS page 9

IAN GRAHAM/Xniorphotogniplier
An unidentified man quotes the Bible yesterday afternoon as he
preaches to students on the comrrons about the dangers of allowing

Postseason Awards

Croc Talk

In his first year as the Dukes" football
coach, Mickey Matthews, right, was
named the Division l-AA Coach of the Year
on Monday. Page 35

The most influential person of the
Century is . . . here's a hint: He went on
a mission to handle the world's 10
most venomous snakes. Pages 24-25
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•Standish' Ovation
■ A student will sing at Donald Trump's New Year's Party.
She's also on her way to
singing at the Met. Page 27
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• Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., 690 S. Mason St., sponsored
by Wesley Foundation, call Ben at 434-3490

• InterVarsity Large Group, 7 p.m., Miller 101, call Sarah at
574-4980
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Fundraiser
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• JMU Breakdancing Club, 6 to 8 p.m., UREC aerobic
studio

Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., 690 S. Mason
St., sponsored by Wesley Foundation, call
Ben at 434-3490
/

Breeze Audit

House Editorial: Peeper needs to
get a life

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12

• JMU Breakdancing Club, 6 to 8
p.m., Godwin racquetball courts
• JMU Student Composers
Concert, 8 p.m., AnthonySeeger Auditorium, call x3481
orx6863

• JMU Symponic Bands Concert, 3 p.m., Wilson Hall
Auditorium, admission $2 at the door

Spotlight: What is your favorite part of
the holidays?
14

• Mass, PC Ballroom. 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., CCM House
(1052 S. Main St.), 9 p.m., sponsored by Catholic Campus
Ministry

Reflections of a late night Wal-Mart
junkie by Steve Glass
15

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15

• Young Democratic Socialists General Meeting, 8
p.m., Taylor 302, call Aaron
at 433-6411
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• JMU Breakdancing Club fundraiser for multiple sclerosis,
12 to 1 p.m., the commons, call Turbo at 801-8493
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..
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ELISSA FORREST
police reporter

An unidentified white male
subject about 5-foot-5 to 5-foot-7,
clean shaven with light brown hair
and dark eyes reportedly entered a
suite shower room in Chandler Hall
on Dec. 3 at 5:57 p.m. while a
female resident was showering.
The unidentified subject pulled
the curtain aside and attempted to
touch the victim, she screamed, he
fled the building and she followed in
pursuit of him.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Possession of Marijuana
• Grant G. Edwards, 18, of
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana on Dec. 4 in Dingledine
Hall.
• James A. Mathers, 18, of

Student stands in defense of fair trade
by Makau Maitha
21
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Richmond, was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana on Dec. 4 in Dingledine
Hall.
Underage

Possession

1

i

1

High Low

of

Alcohol
• A JMU student was arrested and
charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Dec. 4 at 11:45 p.m. at
the College Center on Carrier Drive,
east campus.
A police report did not provide the
student's name.
• Brian T. Consolvo, 18, of Virginia
Beach, was arrested and charged
with underage possession of
alcohol on Dec. 4 at 11:59 p.m. on
University Boulevard.
• Jeremy S. Fulkerson, 18, of
Gainesville, was arrested and
charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Dec. 4 at 1:47 a.m.
near Zane Showker Hall.
• James A. Mathers, 18, of
see POLICE LOG page 11
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Most influential person of
this century
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fundraiser

SARAH SUMMERS
contributing writer
JMU s Habitat for Humanity and
Greek Habitat for Humanity have joined
forces to build a house in the community.
Furthermore, Greek Habitat for Humanity
is sponsoring a basketball tournament as a
fundraiser this weekend.
Work on the house is finishing up and
is slated to be finished by early January,
with the dedication planned for Jan. 16.
"There has been lots of participation
for the house," said senior Erin Smith, volunteer chair. "I am constantly speaking
with the contact person in each sorority
and fraternity so they can go back to their
respective chapters and get volunteers,
give the members information and keep
them updated with the house in general."
Smith further praised the efforts of the
organizations. "Overall the project has
been an amazing experience," she said.
"We have a core committee that has
poured their hearts into this project 110

percent. We are grateful to Habitat for
Humanity for partnering up with Greek
Life in a project that we hope to continue
in the future. One of our mission statements in Greek Habitat for Humanity is to
get involved in the community. This tournament does just that by asking high
school students to get involved and play
in the tournament."
The basketball tournament is scheduled for Dec. 11 at Godwin Hall.
Registration for the high school students
starts at 10 a.m. and the actual tournament
begins at noon. Breakfast will be provided for the students. Four area high schools
were asked to participate: Harrisonburg
High School, Spotswood High School,
Turner Ashby High School and Broadway
High School.
The core committee for Greek 1 labitat
for Humanity (GHH), the organization
that is working with JMU's branch of
Habitat for Humanity, includes senior
Erin Smith, senior Danika Makris, junior
T.J. Oleksiak, junior Emily Roberts and
junior Bryan Goltry. They have been going

PHOTO COURTESY OF BRYAN GOLTRY
Sophomore AKL member Anthony Agolia, senior Tri Sigma member Erin Smith and
Junior Habitat member Jen McKeever take a break from building a house.

Business fraternity awards
student $1,000
Alpha Kappa Psi awarded $1,000 to
senior Chris Sloggatt, a double major
in International Business and Spanish.
The award was part of the fraternity's
second annual tuition raffle.
As a fundraiser for the fraternity, part
of the proceeds from
the raffle will
go toward Big
rothers/Big
Sisters
of
Harrisonburg.
The second place winner is Shannon
Doherty, a freshman planning to
puruse a major in business. She will
receive gift certificates for dinner at
Chili's and a movie for two.
The third place winner is Lindsay
O'Dell, a senior majoring in computer
information systems and management.
She wins five large pizzas from
Domino's Pizza.

In Brief

Quiet hours begin Friday
Beginning Friday at 12 a.m., in con-

junction with exam week, 23-hours-aday quiet hours will be in effect for all
students living in campus residence
halls. Loud hour will be 9 until 10 p.m.

JMU biologist releases
field guide
"Flowering Plants of the Galapagos,"
a field guide published by Cornell
University Press and written by a JMU
assistant professor of biology takes a
look at threatened plants that are in
imminent danger of becoming extinct.
Conley McMullen's book on plant life
in the Galapagos, a series of 13 islands
off the coast of Ecuador, is the only one
of its kind. McMullen said his book wasn't intended as an environmental manifesto, although it may become that
should the plants it details become
extinct.
"Many plants native to these islands
are tremendously threatened right now,"
McMullen said. "Some of them are
found nowhere else in the world. To
lose them because of interference by
humans would be a tragedy."
— from staff reports
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PHOTO COURTESY OF HRYAN GOLTRY
Sophomore Tri-Sigma member Brianne Schimtz works on a Habitat for Humanity
house in Grottoes recently.
to high school lunches to promote the tour- money for Habitat for I lumanity.
nament and distributed participation
Junior T.J. Oleksiak, a community serforms. The high school students can sign vice representatives for Panhellenic and
up as an individual or as a team. Each Interfraternity Council, agreed.
team is comprised of five to eight students
"[The tournament] is a great way to
and it is a five-on-five tournament.
show that Greeks are willing and capable
Once they register, each team is of providing a fun and exciting day for the
matched up with a group of coaches and community," he said. "This tournament
referees, a majority of whom are JMU stu- provides an opportunity for Greek students involved in Greek Life. The students dents to interact with the community. It
must provide a medical release form lets parents and kids see the under-represigned by their parents and $15. They will sented side of Greek life, that being comreceive a free T-shirt for the tournament. munity service."
Area businesses have donated prizes for
Goltry, public relations chair for Greek
the winners. In addition to the tourna- Habitat for Humanity said, "the Greek
ment, basketball contests such as Habitat project has been yet another way
Knockout and a 3-point game will be the students of James Madison can get
going on throughout the day.
involved with the sense of community
Since this tournament is a new that is so prevalent at this institution. The
fundraiser or the Greek Life/Habitat for Greek Habitat for Humanity project has
Humanity house, Smith said they will be brought Greeks together to work toward
happy if they get good participation and the betterment of the community, the unisupport from Greek Life. In the future, versity and themselves through volunteerthey hope this fundraiser will bring in ing their time and their efforts."

Breeze audit raises
financial questions
Business practices, petty cash examined
hrERI SCHWAB
{staff writer
While conducting an audit of The
Breeze, JMU auditors found funds that
were improperly used, according to Fred
Hilton, director of media relations.
About $2,000, primarily from what
was being called a petty cash fund, is
being investigated, Hilton said.
Hilton would not say why The Breeze is
being audited.
Cheryl Floyd, former general manager
of The Breeze, left the employment on Nov.
29, but Hilton would not discuss why she
is no longer employed at the student
newspaper.
An audit is an examination of financial records and they are conducted at
JMU on a fairly routine basis. In its 77-

year history, The Breeze had never been
audited until the current investigation
began.
The director of audit and management
services, Larry Holsinger, had no comment.
Breeze business adviser David
Wendelken also had no comment.
The JMU auditors began the audit in
early November. "The audit will continue
until the auditors are convinced they've
discovered everything they want to,"
Hilton said.
The investigation is ongoing and no
charges have been filed at this time.
Neither Richard Whitman, dean of the
College of Arts and Letters nor George
Johnson, director of the school of media
arts and design, would comment on the
audit.
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NO HAIRNETS.
NO UNIFORMS.
JUST JUSTICE.

If you are, become a Judicial Affairs Student Assistant!
MUST BE ELIGIBLE FOR FEDERAL
WORK STUDY PROGRAM TO APPLY
If interested, call the Office of Judicial Affairs TODAY at X2899
^— I .Mil—! ■—li—^—^—M

Tonight

*©*

2 ID'S required

*Bfc

drop off your books Wednesday
& thursday, december 15th &
16th in the sga office (taylor 234)
from 12-3 p.m.

starting on January 17-19 from
10 a.m.-4 p.m. save $$$!
buy & sell books with SGA!
801-0221

.

GET AN EARLY START!

BUY BUY BUY!

21 and above only

221 University Blvd.

textbooks?

bring your books to taylor 405
on Wednesday, thursday, &
friday (Jan. 12-14) from 10 a.m.
4p.m. you set your own price to
sell your books.

P%dtF> Great Food Great Fun!

10:30pm -1:00am

want to get $$$ for your used

AFTER BREAK

W7@sG M@G<3!7 '

A9*

LOW ON CASH?
come to the SGA Booksale to
buy & sell used textbooks

Work for the Office of Judicial Affairs.
Are you creative? Assertive? Flexible?
A team player?

tyM-
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Madison Grill details given at SGA
M STEINFELDT
SGA reporter

15

The student representative to
the Board of Visitors, senior
Emily Couch, spoke at
Tuesday's Student Government
Association meeting to gather
information on student concerns
to present in her upcoming
report to the BOV.
Two key issues addressed by
several senators involved students' concerns with professors
and the need for student
involvement in all decisions
affecting the student body.
Greek Row Sen. Taylor
Sturtevant expressed a general
concern over a lack of communication between the students and
faculty and administration.
"Our input is just as important as anyone else's," Sturtevant
said.
Academic Affairs Chair
Amanda Klein strongly recommended the need for more student involvement in major curriculum changes. Klein cited
changes in the General
Education program, changes in
the B.A./B.S. requirements and
the plus-minus system as issues
that lacked proper student input.
Klein also said she thought.,
students are ill-informed about
problems in academic affairs.
Klein said the watering down of
some GenEd courses is causing a
backlash, causing students to
feel unprepared in some areas.
Other issues and ideas raised
included the concern that some
professors have lower standards
than what should be expected of
a JMU student today. Some senators suggested that professors

MATTrftWaMHWIA/rmrihrthg writer
John Brady, the director of dining services, presents Executive Chef Steve Mangan with a framea
copy of a Breeze article highlighting the Shenandoah Hot Food Competition.
should stick to teaching subjects
where their knowledge is concentrated, rather than tackle various subjects in their field.
Couch said JMU's image is
unique from other schools.
"It's not all in the classroom,
it's not all outside the classroom," Couch said. The BOV
wants JMU to be seen as a place
where academic and social activity combine to make up the JMU
experience.
Couch is eager to hear students' concerns or suggestions to
present to the board. Her e-mail
is couches@jmu.edu.
Executive Chef Steve Mangan
and John Brady, the director of
dining services, appeased the
appetite of the SGA with a
description of what the Madison
Grill will offer and the goals of
dining services.
"I have the best job in the
world," Brady said. "What a fantastic dining service department

that I have inherited."
Mangan said he was excited
about the opening of JMU's own
bistro, the Madison Grill, on Jan.
10,2000.
"A bistro is what I think of as
a neighborhood restaurant,"
Mangan said. Students, faculty
and staff are invited for lunch
and to make dinner reservations.
Mangan said he sees the grill as a
place where faculty members can
have a nice meal before going
home to their families and where
students can take their parents or
enjoy an upscale meal with
friends right on campus.
Lunch service runs from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. and dinner from 5
to 9 p.m.
Entree prices for lunch range
from $4.95 to $7.95, with such
options as salmon cakes, a grilled
N.Y. strip sirloin sandwich, and
fettucine with peas and country
ham. The dinner menu offers
some of the lunch delectibles

along with more expensive items
such as a shrimp and pasta dish
for $11.95 and grilled salmon fillet for $10.95. Burgers and sandwiches are served all day with
prices between $3.25 to $6.25,
and desserts from $1.95 to $3.25.
All meal plans come with
three punches for the Madison
Grill at a cash value of $8.50 per
punch. The option to double
punch is also available. Mangan
explained the reduction from 10
punches at the Steakhouse to
three is because the grill can only
accommodate 140 people at a
time. Fewer punches per meal
plan makes the bistro available to
more students. Also, students on
average only used two punches a
semester at the Steakhouse.
"We're making it more available by giving you less punches
and we're making it more exciting," Mangan said.
He may try some theme
nights in the bistro setting, which

Translators in high demand
Visiting professor details personal experience as a translator

I

LISON ROTHSCHILD
contributing writer

A little foreign language can
go a long way in today's
shrinking world and JMU's new
translation
program
is
responding to that need.
Anne Cordero, a translator
and professor at George Mason
University, spoke for the
department of foreign languages
about the new translation
program, which is currently a
minor and will be a major next
year.
When Cordero moved from
Europe to the United States there
were no jobs for translators
available, so she became a
professor and established the
translation department at GMU.
Cordero said the majority of
work for translators formerly

could only be found in
international industry and the
United Nations.
The market changed in the
'80s, and today translation has
become a booming industry in
all areas of professions. Courses
in translation teach important
learning skills and additionally
are useful for language
developement.
"The World Wide Web is a
spinning multicultural institution
in which we are the center of
displaying how neccessary
trained translators are to society,
Cordero said.
Translators
need
to
understand different technical
languages and jargons, Cordero
said.
Translation business in the
United States today is a $7 billion
industry. The global translation

commerce is a $11 to $18 billion
industry.
"A translator needs to not
only be bilingual, but also
bicultural," Cordero said. "You
need to know everything to be a
translator — politics, unions,
policy, medical terms, law
terms."
Several students said that they
found Cordero's subject matter
intriguing.
"I came to hear Cordero to
find out how the subject of
translation is addressed at this
time, I am here for a refresher on
the subject of translation," said
freshman Ingrid Crooke, who
has been a translator on and off
for the past 20 years. "I originally
came to this country as a
translator/interpretor from
Europe, and I fully endorse
Cordero's lecture."

Sophomore Nieoje Kreger
said, "I would like to do
something with translation and I
am studying German. I learned a
lot about the field in general that
I was not aware of from the
speech.
Cordero is a member of the
American
Translators
Association (ATA).
The ATA is the onlyprofessional
translation
association in the United States.
It is also the only group that
administers accrededation tests
for translation.
Cordero ended her speech
with two thoughts.
"You are never finished
learning, it's a life-long process,
the older you get the more you
learn," she said. "Your
reputation is only as good as the
last job that you did."

is designed to offer different
menu items on a regular basis.
Students looking for part-time
work can still apply.
• In other matters, two bills
passed. The University Program
Board was granted SGA
approval to allocate $1,500 from
the UPB reserve account to fund
tamper-proof A-frames. The
UPB has experienced tampering
problems with their current Aframes, used to advertise events
on the commons.
• Senior Class President Erin
Uyttewaal presented a request
for $1,379 to complete the
$25,000 endowment for the
Carrie Kutner Scholarship. The
motion was passed unanimously. Uyttewaal said this is the first
student organized endowment
in the history of JMU.
This scholarship, sponsored
by Student Ambassadors, will
first be presented in the fall 2000
to one student who demonstrates Kutner's enthusiasm and
love for JMU. Kutner died of
leukemia after her freshman
yearatJMUin1997.
Fundraising will continue for
the scholarship. The money for
the scholarship comes from the
interest gained by the endowment. This allows the scholarship to continue indefinitely.
• A joint forum between the
Faculty Senate and the SGA will
take place next semester to
improve teacher resources. The
forum is designed to identify
where the actual problems exist.
• SGA's winter book sale
buyback will be Dec. 15-16 in
Taylor 234 from noon-3 p.m.
Buybacks will continue Jan. 1214,2000.

Enjoy
your
winter
break!
The
Breeze
wi

return on
Jan. 13
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Uk Sisters ofZeta tfmwffm
gamma TQippa Chapter

'Proudly Announce the Initiation oftfit fbuxnuing young 'Women,.
Catherine Beaman
Elysc Carlin
Melissa Chcwning
Libbey Cho
Ash lev Clarke
Laura Cuorato
Shelly Cullers
Lauren Dahlquisl
Liz Dully
Megan Fandrei
Alison Finkelslcin
Katie Foley

Kerrv Granwehr
Cazzy Golumb
Jcneice Hackman
Amy Harper
Heidi Harlman
Slacy Helbing
Melanie Hickman
Ashley Hickox
Cheryl Hicks
Ginny Jackson
Holly Jamieson
Jacqueline Kniska

4Tnr->.x>

Tiffany Kushner
Jessica Lance
Amanda Lee
Amy Leidheiser
Jessica Levy
Claire Matthews
Brooke Micklc
Rachacl Miles
Samantha Miller
Melissa Moss
F.ireann Murray
Sonja Norell

Carey O'Connor
Bccca Poole
Erin Rushworth
Diana Smyth
Courtney Sullivan
Nikki Taylor
Kerrie Wudyka
Katie Weinstein
Dana Wheeler
Heather Yaltaw

=

Happy Holidays from
Vie Breeze...
We have posted every
professor's exam keys
on the Web as a thanks
for reading Vie Breeze.
www.notachanceiniiell.com

Good Luck
On Exams

# Will You Pull it all Together

in i ime
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y
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x
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Hot-seback Riding
*j£ Lessons a?
Oak Manor Parm
Peatui-ing:
,. • Mewly Completed A
Indoor Riding Ring
»2 lightod Outdoor Rings

OUIlCrld.S6 is here to Kelp you out. Our clubbonse
has a state ol trie art business center that has everything
YOU NEED to get those assignments done. That'll
leave more time for a dip in the swimming pool, a
game on the courts or a round or pool in the clubhouse.
Stop by our office during exam week for a snack and
a preview of Harrisonburg's newest apartment
community. You'll be proud to call bunCliaSe
home!

L'inail->univnU(" aol.com

(540)2 34*101

www. ten 1 .nt'l/airot't/suncnasenarrisonluir^

Professionally Managed By:

Managment
Services
Corporation

437-4800
I'M! Siinchafc Driv.
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South Main St.
5 minute walk
3,4, 5 bedroom furnished apartments
$225 - $250 /bedroom
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Craig Smith
434-3509
Support
The College Fund.
Call 1-800-332-UNCF.
fjjjfl

The College Fund/UNCF
A mind la a terrible ihlnR 10 wastr.
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Meat hing llir Jime* Madunn I m. i. ■
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HAIR'TANNING & MASSAGE

564-2770
Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St.
(Across from Sheeu)
WOLFF SUPER BEDS

OPEN HOUSE
Thur 12/9 thru Sat 12/11
Tanning Visits $1.00 each
(min. purchase 10 visits-)
(Buy as many as you want - no limit)

Perms, Colors or Highlights
Only $30
Haircuts 1/2 Price
with this ad
Rainchecks and Gift
Certificates Available
'•>».'-■'
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Open Everyday
11:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Complete ABC
Beverages
243 Neff Ebony B
(Next to Sears)
434-8634

The proudest Mexican Restaurant in the Valley
Proud of the largest "South of the Border" menu!
Proud of the best servers in the business!
Proud of our delightful dining setting!
Proud of our "$3-75 any lunch with beverage"
Tuesday lunch special!

Special offer for the JjVUA Community: gring this advertisement for a $1.00 off any meal, anytime except
for lunch on Tuesday!

J!M.«jl.|!J.|.),J.),.gi".'iJ.L).'.m.i.W.li>.

WANTED!

STUDENTS!

Assistant Advertising Manager

Look what's coming soon to Warren Hall:

Call Brandon for
more
Information
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The Madison Grill will offer
Fresh, Creative Seasonal Fare
cooked to order for you I
More information to be announced
thru Dining Services...

Deadline:
Wednesday, Dec. 15, 1999

dBreeze

HfodUnc 0* Junta MmMmm UrfvmHy '
communHr for ortr 75 years.

FINANCIAL AIP
AND SCHOLARSHIPS
Phone: x7820 Fax: x7994
The Financial Aid Information
Counter is located on the 3rd Floor
- directly across from the Cashiers
and available to serve you now.
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The processing area
will be relocating
from Sonner Hall
to the 5th Floor
of Warren Hall

•r

fHCHl

ON

STUDENT

ROAD

SUCCESS

TO

davV.

With the goal of improving
the delivery of services,
5th floor Warren Hall is now
completing renovations..,.

OFFICE OF THE
REGISTRAR
Phone: x6281 Fax: x7954
Registration Services are located
on the 3rd Floor- directly across
from JACard Services
Student Record Services, Transcripts
Transfer Credit, and Graduation
are relocating from
Wilson Hall to
the 5th Floor
of Warren Hall

If you have any questions concerning these moves,
Ptease call the Student Success Office at 568-3787
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Melrose safety concerns
voiced by University Center
MELROSE, from page 1
contract states that Melrose cannot be held
responsible for any accidents, injuries or
personal property damage arising out of
the agreement.
"It is the students' responsibility to
monitor themselves," he said. "We can't
tell them what they can and cannot do."
The contract dictates the number of
hours and amount of people allowed in
prior to the function to avoid overcrowding. It also states that those renting
Melrose may not charge admission or
open the room to the general public.
In addition, it states they cannot sell
alcoholic beverages, food or merchandise
of any kind, and that no one under the age
of 21 shall be allowed to consume alcohol.
However, Jim Yancey said Melrose personnel don't screen who's drinking and
who's not drinking. It's up to the students
having the function to regulate themselves.
He said Melrose has no plans to
change their policy.
"We don't condone binge or underage drinking," said Elizabeth Yancey,
Jim Yancey's assistant. "We do not give
the parties, we simply rent a room to
individuals or groups to have private
parties. I would like to cooperate and

work out any problems. I don't want to
run afoul of JMU regulations."
Jim Yancey said that at each function
he has two or more personnel patrolling
the room. Their duties include monitoring
people, checking utilities and responding
to injury.

I'm not out to get
Melrose, but I'm just
really concerned that
someone will get hurt.

>>

Kristin Radcliffe
associate director of University Center
In addition, the room is seven minutes
away from ambulance services, it has
handicapped accessibility, lighted exits,
and sawdust is spread on the floor prior to
parties to avoid slips or injuries.
The Yanceys also encourage students
to use the bus service available to them to
get to and from the lodge. To their knowledge there haven't been any injuries.

"I don't know what else we can do,"
Elizabeth Yancey said. "We feel that college students need to have an outlet for
social affairs and this is a good place to do
it. It's really up to them to regulate their
own parties, so I don't know how to hit a
happy medium."
Radcliffe said she thinks Melrose can
be done in a safe way, "if everyone could
understand that they must have active
security, someone trained to recognize
alcohol poisoning, and ID-ing at the
door."
"Who cares if we all get sued because
someone got hurt or killed, because it's
already too late," she said. "Preventing a
lawsuit is not the main goal. Protecting
students and preventing injury is."
Few groups recognize the need to
exercise protection at Melrose, Radcliffe
said. Numerous cases of alcohol poisoning, sexual assault and alcohol-related
injuries occur due to lack of adequate
safety.
She said she would also like to see
Melrose require groups to have their own
security, as part of the contract.
"I'm not out to get Melrose, but I'm
just really concerned that someone will get
hurt," Radcliffe said. "Melrose is making
money and that is their business. I under-

stand that, but I would like them to be
concerned about what's going on on their
property. Bottom line though, it is the
group's responsibility [to work on these
problems] not the owners."
Junior Kevin Gasque, president of
Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity, said he
can understand Radcliffe's point of view.
"I can see where Kristin's concerns can
come from," he said. "When we sign the
contract, we are waiving all liabilities from
the people who own it, there is no ABC
regulation present, and a lot of things can
go wrong," he said.
However, Gasque said he still thinks
that Melrose is an ideal place for large
gatherings.
"It's the only place of its kind, as far as
the price, the way it's set up, and its size,"
he said. "I came in and we were going
there and that's the way it's always been.
It's just a good place to go to get a big
group of people together."
Senior Allison Williams, president of
Delta Gamma, said she also thinks
Melrose is attractive because tk. aren't
many venues in the area large enough
and affordable enough to hold functions
for college organizations. But she does
recognize the potential for problems at
the facility.

AIDS speaker hits home
with real-life anecdotes
AIDS, from page 1
she said.
Stokes said her daily side effects of her
medicine include fatigue, vomiting muscle cramps and fever.
Stokes' life began to unravel as she
tried to deal with her illness, became
homeless and addicted to drugs. She said
she became a drug addict because she was
looking for an absence of pain.
One day she said she decided to commit suicide. The same day she passed by a
mental health center and decided she
needed help.
After getting some help and trying to
stay off drugs, Stokes said she didn't want
to go through the pain of remembering
what she had gone through and relapsed.
She ended up back on the streets.
At the age of 21, she went to another
treatment center. The audience applauded
for Stokes when she said, "I've been clean
for nine years and I'm 30."
"By the time I got around to dealing
with it, 1 realized whole communities had
been infected," she said.
Since she got clean, Stokes has been
involved with AIDS prevention as a community activist, motivational speaker and
AIDS education consultant to President
Bill Clinton.
"I went from the crack house to the
White House," Stokes said.
She i4 one of 30 jnejjibers,<ftpse£ fipjn

around the country to serve on Clinton's
HIV/AIDS Advisory Council. Within the
Council, she serves on the Prevention
Committee.
Stokes told the students that HIV is 100
percent preventative. She said she thinks
denial prevents people from protecting
themselves against the disease.
When asked by a student, Stokes said
she is an optimistic person but doesn't see
there being a cure for AIDS in the next 10
to 15 years.
"One day I'm going to die with
AIDS," Stokes said. "I know that. I've
accepted it."
She said the most important thing for
her now is to speak out and reach people.
Several students said they thought
Stokes' message was strong and touched
them.
Sophomore Meghan Weidl decided to
come because she said she's always been
concerned about the issue and saw signs
up around campus.
"I think she's incredible," Weidl said.
"If that [her story] doesn't send a message,
I don't know what does."
Junior Alicia Raiche said, "She took a
more personal approach, which I really
appreciated because I think people relate
more to personal approcaches ... In my
opinion she one of the best speakers I've
ever seen here, so I really enjoyed her a
. * \ . » mtm HI urn <n

Senior Emily Wyatt said she agreed
that Stokes telling her story on a personal
level appealled to the students.
"I think people become almost numb
to statistics." Wyatt said. "It's almost too
hard for people to take in. But to hear a
person, to see a person right in front of
you who is living with HIV and AIDS
brings it home more."
The event was sponsored by the
University Program Board and put
together by the Issues and Cultural
Awareness Committee, Chris Stup, coordinator of Student Organization
Services/UPB, said.
Stup said the organization was very
pleased with the student turnout, especially since the event was held on a cold night
the week before exams.
"I didn't expect the impact that it did
have, even though I knew she was an
awesome speaker," said junior Dana
Broadnax, director of the Issues and
Cultural Awareness Committee. ". . It
puts in my mind that I need to count my
blessings."
Stup said it was very impressive how
Stokes was blunt in admitting she had
been addicted to drugs but then turned
around and is now an adviser to the president.
"It (Stokes' life story] was pretty
incredible," Stup said. "I definitely think
that everybody that left, left affected."

. m m ■ ♦
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Lovely Nails & Tan
Try Our New Latest 99 Sunstar Wolff ZX 32 3F Speed 175
System Tanning Bed with 32 Super Efficient Bulbs, 3 Face Tanner.
The User With UV Light, For The World's
Fastest Way To Full Body Tan.

Tanning Special

Nail Special

200 min.- $20
Walk-Ins welcome
Hours: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Sunday 12 a.m.- 5 p.m.
1657 E. Market St., Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(nexttoCrutchfield)

Full Set- $20
Fill-Ins-$13
Manicure- $10
(With hot wax)

Pedicure- $18

A GREAT BIG Thank You to our
Information Ambassadors
for all of their
HARD WORK and DEDICATION
from University Information

,_ _ _. ._-, _
(540) 432;! 899
/
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Studying abroad next semester,
but NOT through JMU?!?

/
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UI Central:
Elinor DeDeo
Grover Saunders

^
1

UI@ Warren
Naz Afkhami
Jeanne Barnes
Dana Broadnax
Tyson Brown
Colleen Casey
Ryan Creeden
Ryan Eppehimer
Rebecca Heitfield
Jackie Lipscomb
Cathy Metcalfe
Arlene Page
Shavalyea Wyatt

J
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Then come to the required orientation meeting.,

TODAY!
4:00 p.m.
Taylor 305

For more information, contact Cheryl Tobler, assistant director,
Office of International Program, toblerca@jmu.edu, 568-6273.

'

UI @ College Center:
Keesha Bowser
Shawn Burns
Bahi Harris
Janet Holliday
Heather Lewy
John Lucy
Christine Murphy
Vince Pacific
Kim Romero
Pete Smith
Mark Wilson
Kenay Wise

UI @ Taylor
Ashleigh Beam
Meghan Bowman
Ires Bradshaw
Erin Campane
Maren Carlson
Elizabeth Casey
Rebecca Connor
Meghan Delaney
Bill Greenway
Erin Halacy
Esther Howard
Elana Issacson
Angela King
Todd Morris
Sia Nejad
Jennifer Niehenke
Michelle Toochen
Allison Toth
Bryan Watts
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Texas couple finds
$300,000 in paper bag
V NIGHT-RIDDER NEWSPAPERS
f_w'rg service

Although citizens routinely report finding
sums of money in the hundreds and even thousands, department officials couldn't cite an
Serendipity smiled on a Duncanville, Texas instance in which a Dallas resident found so
couple over the weekend, but they apparently much money at one time. Chief Garcia, who
chose safety instead.
last month presented an award to two men
Police said a woman and her husband stum- who turned in $2,000 they found in an Oak
bled upon a brown paper bag Saturday after- Lawn apartment complex, termed this case
noon in the middle of a Red Bird street. "amazing."
Without looking inside, the woman said, she
Police are now working to determine the
presumed it contained ^
^^^ ___________ origins of the money.
schoolbooks
left
a
Detectives will check
behind by an absent
The a
2UYI fill the bd2
/
robbery and missing
OJ
minded youth.
■
property reports for any
But inside the sack would lead the average
possible connections, as
was nearly $300,000 in
°
well as examining the
cash, a 9 mm chrome citizen to believe that this money itself for any
handgun and 18
signs of narcotics.
rounds of ammunition. J$ obviOUSh frOlYl SOtUe
Investigators will
"The gun [in the ....
/*
,
„
also wait to see if anyone
bag] would lead the Kind of criminal case.
calls to claim the money.
citizen to believe that
Although they're certain
Dann
this is obviously from
y Garcia that amount of money
some kind of criminal
deputy chief of police will attract more than a
offense," said police
few phone calls, the
Deputy Chief Danny Garcia. "Having kept that claimant will have to know details about the
money, it may have turned into the worst deci- money and have a credible story about how he
sion anybody can make."
or she lost it
In an interview Monday, the woman
It's no leap of logic to presume that the loot
described the Hollywood-like scenario, saying could be related to drugs, because the depart"I started hyperventilating" after examining the ment's narcotics division routinely executes
bag's contents. The couple flagged down a search warrants that yield "extremely large
Dallas officer, who himself gasped at the amounts of money," Chief Garcia said.
amount of money inside. He immediately called
If police can't link the money to anyone
a supervisor to the scene, a police report states.
within 60 days, state law says the investigation
The woman stood across from a Christmas becomes a game of finders-keepers. The
tree and a bevy of red stockings as she woman and her husband could officially
described feeling more fearful than proud. She apply to secure all of the nearly $300,000.
didn't want her identity revealed and sought The woman indicated that her family might
no publicity for her actions.
place a claim on the money.

FBI investigates Internet
sexual predators of minors

n

ILLIAM BOOTH
The Washington Post

Of all the millions of new jobs created by the
Internet, Randy J. Aden has the one that is,
arguably, the most completely not fun.
Aden is the supervisory special agent in
charge of a squad that hunts down and arrests
sexual predators of children — criminals who
use the Internet not only to generate and trade
in child pornography, but who enter cyber -chat
rooms to engage in sexual talk with minors and
sometimes travel to meet with them.
Aden's undercover operation, the first in
the FBI targeting the Internet and the sexual
exploitation of children, works out of the
Federal Building on the west side of Los
Angeles. Because of the nature of their work,
the handful of agents toil in a secure comer of
the building, away from other agents,
because Aden understands that the material
on their desks would be deeply disturbing to
coworkers.
The modus operandi is for agents to enter
chat rooms, posing as minors, and engage in
electronic conversations with possible predators looking for sexual kicks — mostly white
males who want to talk with 13-year-old girls
about sex and their fantasies. They troll for their
quarry in rooms with names such as
"dad&daughtersex."
The operation, called the SAFE ■team; for

Sexual Assault Felony Enforcement, made its
most high-profile case in September: That's
when team members arrested young software
impresario Patrick Naughton, when he was
lured to the Santa Monica Pier to meet who he
thought, according to the FBI, was a 13-year-old
girl after chatting with her (or the agent posing
as her) on and off for seven months.
The case, which goes to trial Tuesday, is sensational because Naughton is one of the authors
of the breakthrough computer language Java,
was head of technology at Infoseek Corp. and
was about to assume a leadership post at Walt
Disney Co.'s Internet subsidiary.
Asked what he looks for in an agent to work
such cases, Aden ticks them off: strong work
ethic, imaginative, resourceful, good at thinking
on his or her feet, and "a good sense of humor."
Why a good sense of humor? "Because it
keeps you going" in an area of law enforcement
that is widely seen as the most grim.
Aden, a trim man with graying hair in a
starched white shirt and shiny FBI shoes, isn't a
stranger to the field. He was a police officer in
nearby Simi Valley for 10 years; two of those he
spent in the juvenile unit, investigating cases of
abuse, neglect and molestation.
"It had," he says, "just an incredible
impact on me. It's rewarding. But it burns
people out. You're dealing with the victims,
and they can be so very, very defenseless and
vulnerable."
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POUCE LOG, from page 2
of Richmond, was arrested and
charged with underage possession of
alcohol on Dec. 4 in Dingledine Hall.
• Non-student, Nicholas W.
Tuxbury, 19, was arrested and
charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Dec. 4 at 11:10 p.m. in
Blue Ridge Hall.
• Margret C. Judy, 18, of Woodbridge,
was arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol on
Dec. 5 at 12:19 a.m. in G-lot.
• Megan J. O'Brien, 19, of Chevy
Chase, Md.. was arrested and
charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Dec. 5 at 12:19 a.m. in
G-lot.

Underage Consumption of
Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage consumption of
alcohol on Dec. 3 at 11:39 p.m. in
Idenberry Hall, after suffering from
alcohol poisoning.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage consumption of
alcohol on Dec. 4 at 11:45 p.m. at the
College Center on Carrier Drive.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage consumption of
alcohol on Dec. 4 at 11:59 p.m. on
University Boulevard.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage consumption of
alcohol on Dec. 4 at 1:47 a.m. near
Zane Showker Hall.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage consumption of
alcohol on Dec. 4 at 2:28 a.m. near
Potomac Hall.
A patrolling officer heard trash cans
being knocked down and upon
investigation observed the subject fall
down a flight of steps. The student
admitted to knocking over the trash
cans and was charged with littering.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage consumption of
alcohol on Dec. 4 at 2:30 a.m. on
Warren Service Drive.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage consumption of
alcohol on Dec. 4 in Dingledine Hall.
• Two JMU students were judicially
referred for underage consumption of
alcohol on Dec. 5 at 12:19 am. in Glot.
Driving While Under the
Influence of Alcohol
• Brian T. Consolvo, 18, of Virginia
Beach, was arrested and charged with
driving while under the influence of
alcohol on Dec. 4 at 11:59 p.m. on
University Boulevard.

Alcohol Poisoning
• A JMU student suffered from
alcohol poisoning on Dec. 3 at 11:39
p.m. in Ikenberry Hall. The rescue
squad responded.
• A JMU student suffered from
alcohol poisoning on Dec. 4 at 2:30
a.m. on Warren Service Drive.
The rescue squad transported the
subject to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital for treatment and
observation.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals reportedly
stole two bikes chained together from
the bike rack at Zane Showker Hall on

11

Dec. 5 between 1:20 and 11:30 a.m.
A blue diamond frame Cannondale
F1000S, 24-speed valued at $2,500
was stolen and a diamond frame
(carbon fiber) Trek 20-speed valued
at $2,500 was also stolen.
The owners could not supply serial
numbers and the bikes were not
registered.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly
stole a red diamond frame
Cannondale M-700 that was locked to
a chain fence outside Eagle Hall
between Dec. 3 at 12 p.m. and Dec. 6
at 9 a.m. The bike is valued at $400.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly
stole 'a CD case containing 120 CDs
from a secured vehicle on Nov. 22
between 3:15 and 4:45 p.m.
Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals reportedly
stole two student organization
banners hanging in the stairwells of
Wilson Hall on Dec. 3 at 1:59 p.m.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly
stole a hang tag PZ831 from an
unsecured car parked on the west
side of the Music Building parking lot
on Dec. 1 between 10 and 10:05 a.m.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly
stole a purse from an unsecured
cubby in UREC on Dec. 3 between
2:30 and 5:50 p.m.
The purse was recovered on Dec.
4 with $67 missing. Additionally, $10
had been deducted from her dining
card, which is still missing.
This is a delayed report made on
Dec. 4 at 1:01 p.m.
Tresspass/Peeping Tom
• An unidentified individual reportedly
entered a female shower room in
Fredrickson Hall on Dec. 3 at 4 p.m.
The female resident was
showering when she felt something
or someone touch her hip. She was
facing the back wall of the stall, and
when she turned around saw no one.
However, she did hear the bathroom
hall door close shut
This is a delayed report made on
Dec. 4 at 4:24 p.m.
• An unidentified white male subject
with a narrow face and blond spiked
hair reportedly entered a shower
room in Hanson Hall and peeped on
two students taking showers on Dec.
3 at 6:05 p.m.
Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals reportedly
removed three toilet stall doors and a
light switch cover from Weaver Hall
on Dec. 5 between 4 and 10 a.m.
• Non-student,
Nicholas W.
Tuxbury, 19, was arrested and
charged with destruction of public
property after allegedly punching a
whole in the wall inside Blue Ridge
Hall on Dec. 4 at 11:10 p.m.

Destruction
Property

of

Personal

• Unidentified individuals reportedly
keyed the side of the car of the
Chesapeake hall director. There was
a three-foot scratch.
Number of drunk in public charges,
since Aug. 28: 42
Number of parking tickets issued from
Nov. 30-Dec. 6: 772
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Easier 1987, Age 5
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Easier) 988, Age 6

e is worth
d words

Easier 1989, Age 7

Be a Breeze
Photographer,
Call Alex
x6127
Lohen Lea Denham.
Killed by a drunk driver on Cnxxi Friday, March 29,1991, at
G>llf£C Park Drive and Hwy. 19 North m Meridian, Miss
II you don't stop your fnend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.
Kim

Show us what
you see.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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Tattoos & Piercings
1. To define one's self
2. To be unique

HOLIDAY SALE!
e

Just a couple of doors down from Luigi's - Bus Routes 3 & 4

a & Green p^

End of The Yeof Clearance Sale

80

10% Off fill Jewelry and Tattoo/
HOURS:
Mon. Noon - 5pm
Tues. - Thurs. Noon - 8pm
Fri. & Sat Noon - 10pm
Sun. by appointment

B&W Transparencies: .59C
Color Transparencies:
Color Copies:

$1.29
.79C

433-5612

*
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GED

ba^M-nbi
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CISATA-I (Rm. 129) x8731

EE3
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i
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11 JMU

Zane Showker Hall (Rm. 203) x3285

Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio

1031 South Main St.(Suite 31) (formerly Medical Arts) x7842
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Y AND NA TIONAL

RUNNING FOR CO

D NA TIONAL QiARlTlES

RUNNING FOR COM/V|
RUNNING FOR

SM£ \ TIONAL CHARITIES INTO

CoMMiiflh

■RUNNING FOR COMMUNITY
RUNNING FOR COMMLINIT

1NAL CHARITIES INTO THE . ,

1

RUNNING FOR CO\I\IUMTY AND

NAL Q IARITIES INTO THE NEW
NATIONAL O IARITIES INTO run A IILLENHI\I

Pictured Luke McGinty running for James McHone Jewelry in
The Jingle Bell Jog sponsored by the junior Class and The Student Ambassadors
To benefit the Little Grill Soup Kitchen and the
Carrie Kutner Scholarship

SOME OF THE OTHER BENEFITS WE HA VE BEEN INVOLVED IN THIS SEMESTER
SlTTFMBIK FEST
Supporting The Special Olympics

TllKklY IRor
Supporting the fight against Cystic Fibrosis

TKE

AKA

HOOPS FOR

DERB) DAYS
Supporting The Bovs and Girls Club

IX

Kins

Supporting Make a Wish Foundation
" IN and TA
?KRTiCIPAr£D

THANKS TO ALL WHO J

AMES

C

^ U?^

E

75 South Court Square

(540)433-1833

AND HAPPY HOLIDAYS

chiago@nca.net
www.mchonejewclry.com
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the xvorld is
indebted for all the triumphs
vMch have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
Technology manager
Art director
Production manager
News editor
News editor
Asst. news editor
Opinion editor
Asst. opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Asst. style/focus editor
Sports editor
Asst. sports editor
Copy editor
Asst. copy editor
Photo editor
Photo editor .
Graphics editor
Advisers

Courtney Crowley
Kelly Whalen
Brandon Iledrick
Greg Pfeii
Dylan Boueherle
Rick Human
Kelly Hannon
Gina Monlefusco
Brian Weslley
Metafile Jennings
Amy Bafumo
Jenny Stromann
Megan Ross
Alison Manser
MikeGesario
Jason Mclntyre
Marcia Apperson
Steven Landry
Alex Vessels
Katie Wilson
Michele Johnston
FlipDeLuca
Alan Neckowibt
David Wendelken

EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects me opinion of the
editor lal board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of the Breeze.
Courtney Crowley ... editor
Kelly Whalen... managing editor
Nlelanie Jennings... opinion editor
Amy Bafumo... asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than
WO words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will he published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Brtete reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
W James Madison University.
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Technology tests aren't the answer
The administrators of JMU, traditionally a liberal arts universitysnuggled
cozily
in
the
Shenandoah Valley with a strong
College of Arts and Letters that produces hardworking, creative professionals, are in a tizzy because some
of its incoming freshmen are having
problems on portions of the new
technology tests administered to
those in the class of 2003.
Apparently some freshmen

time they get to college, aren't they?
But perhaps they do know what
they're doing and the tests are an
inaccurate measure of their knowledge.
"We were surprised that the passing rate was not higher than it was,
though that may be as much due to
the testing circumstances as to stua

The last time we checked,

don't We the necessary skills in JMU WUS HOt CttlTech. So
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint and

type of knowledge should be taught?
Is it a necessary prerequisite to have
knowledge of technology when
enrolling in a liberal arts university?
How many seniors out there knew
PowerPoint from top to bottom when
they entered this institution?
The last time we checked, JMU was
not CalTech. So why is the administration acting like we suddenly are? Is this a move to have
more computer-based classes
would make JMU nothWh\1 that
9 ing but a virtual university

'

other
general applications, as fe tf|g admiUXSt,'dtiOU dCting
//fa? ^SttSS^toS
time
well as general knowledge of
,, <■>
indoors on computers
technology issues,, according to
the Dec. 6 issue of The Breeze.
Students couldn't answer
auestions such as, "True or false:
•ne megabyte is approximately
100 kilobytes."
Heavens to mergatroyd! The end
of the world is upon us because
apparently if kids don't know how to
navigate their way through Word
and PowerPoint. And to save us all,
JMU is going to make darn sure that
all these students pass the tests — by
midterm time in the spring. They can
go to labs, and there are Web-based
resources for them if they need help.
These kids of the technology generation are in deep trouble if they
don't know their Microsoft by the

cuddpflhl (1YP?
we suddenly
are?

7np

dent knowledge and ability," said
Linda Halpern, dean of General
Education.
If the dean herself thinks there
might be flaws in the testing procedures, why is the administration
making freshmen pass a flawed test?
Why are freshmen being forced to
pass these tests?
"All students should have a basic
understanding of technology and the
necessary skills to use technology
effectively," David Brunner, GenEd
technology coordinator, said in the
Dec. 6 Breeze.
But isn't college a place where this

instead of interacting in the
JMU comminuty like the wellrounded students we are?
Perhaps ISAT majors and other
students who work in fields in which
technology is omnipresent should be
required to take these tests so professors don't have to spend time teaching the basics in advanced technology classes.
However, what about those students who will never once use
PowerPoint in a class in their four
years here and will only use Word to
write papers? Should those students
who enroll in a liberal arts university
be punished because they aren't as
into the technology thing for the sake
of a uniform mandatory curriculum?

Topic: What is your favorite way to spend the time during the holidays?
"Shopping and
giving presents
to people."

SPOTLIGHT

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/sf nior photographer

Melissa Payne

freshman, nursing

"Giving and
receiving."

Kyle Morris
sophomore, SMAD

"Christmas Eve
because of all the
anticipation."

Kristin Bennett
junior, dietetics

"Free
food
everyivhere."

Jon McKirachan
freshman, ISAT
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Reflections of a late night Wal-Martjunkie
The other night 1 bought some of those
multicolored blinking lights up at
Wal-Mart to try and get my apartment decorated at least a little bit for another impending holiday season.
When I got home and plugged them in,
though, only half of the lights lit up, which
of course makes sense because why would
the whole string of lights work anyway?
So last night I headed over to Wal-Mart
to get my exchange, with my roommate in
tow so I didn't have to go at it alone. When
we got there 1 headed over to the customer
service desk, where my roommate promptly disappeared to find computer disks.
So I'm standing in the customer service
line, waiting behind a couple who were
returning a bathroom rug; bear in mind it
was going on midnight and these people
were there returning a rug.
Except they knew the guy behind the
counter and were talking about their bowling league or asbestos or something, I didn't want to be nosy, so then I spied these
two kids playing Pole Position or one of
those games over by the door.
I walked over to them, they couldn't
have been older than 14, and asked them if
• they weren't out a little late for a school
night. They told me that if I didn't buy
them a carton of cigarettes they were going
to open a fresh can of something all over
me, so I decided to go back over and stand
in the customer service line.
Soon my transaction was complete, and

now armed with my $2.68 from the cards in the toy section nearby and quizzed
Christmas lights, I set out to find a string them for a minute. They told me they didn't know whether or not I could buy a gun
that worked.
When I got back to the well picked over at that time, but that I couldn't buy bullets
Christmas section, I grabbed a box of lights until 6 a.m.
I asked them if bullets came with the
and started looking around for an outlet; I
would be darned if I was going to go home gun, and then I think they thought I was
with another crapped-out box of lights for not taking them seriously and told me to go
ask somebody at the customer service desk.
the second night in a row.
On my way out of the toy section I saw
Finding an outlet and finding these
lights to be in proper working order, I set a mom taking toys off the racks and
about finding my roommate, no small putting them in her shopping cart, all the
while muttering something about
order in a store the size of Wal-Mart.
Pokemon and
As I wanday care. She
dered around,
looked kind
I began to
of wired and I
notice some
asked her if I
very strange
might buy her
things hapa cup of decaf
pening in the
—
Steven
Glass
when
she
store. In the
seized
her
shampoo seccart with both
tion, two girls
were pulling all of the shampoo bottles off hands and stared at me viciously.
I backed away slowly and headed for
of the shelves, just like the high school
guidance counselor and the eggs in the the registers, remembering that I needed to
get a battery for the clock on the wall.
movie "Clerks."
I got to the battery station and looked
Over in the hardware section there was
a woman, a 60-year-old woman, bending for a triple A battery, only to find that the
over and picking up cans of house paint off smallest number of batteries they sell is
of a forklift. I moseyed on over to the hunt- four. What in the name of Sam Hill do I
ing section to look at guns and began to need four batteries for? It's not like I have a
wonder if I could buy a hunting rifle at this remote control car anymore. Whatever
happened to the days when you could buy
time of night.
I found two workers trading Pokemon just one battery, or even two?

The glass
is half full

DARTS**
&PAT

Darts & Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

Now I have to worry about losing the
other three batteries; when my roommate
says, "Give them to me, then you'll know
exactly where they are."Ah, the disarray
my life would be were it not for the organization of my roommate.
So now I had my lights that would
probably burn out before I got home and
my four batteries of which three would
eventually be lost, but still no roommate.
I headed for the back of the store, figuring I would start there and work my
way toward the front. When I got to the
electronics section, some sketchy guy
with real big glasses was staring at one of
the unplugged televisions, with a toaster
in one hand and a pair of blue socks in
the other.
Eventually 1 found my roommate, and
we made our way out after paying (I paid
for two-thirds of the batteries and will
probably pick up the tab for our renewal
for Maxim). Heading through the doors,
the two youths playing video games had
been replaced by a security guard in tennis
shoes not much older than the Pole
Position kids.
I love it; they give the guy a leather jacket with a security badge, a real nice pair of
slacks and a belt with a gun on it, and the
guy still wears Nikes to work. Ah, to be at
Wal-Mart in the middle of the night.
Steve Glass is a junior SMAD major who
occasionally needs a Wal-Mart fix.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-the-lift" pat to the girl who gave me
a ride from ISAT to Ashby after I had missed the bus.
Sent in by a tardy junior who would have had to
call a cab if not for your kindness.

Dart...

Dart...

A "must-you-vandalize-campus?" dart to
whomever put KiTheory stickers all over campus.
Sent in by an annoyed student who pities the
person who will have to scrape the stickers off of
signs because of your stupidity.

An "are-you-trying-to-confuse-me?" dart to my
GPHIL professor who answers all of my questions
with questions of his own.
Sent in by a frustrated math major who
understands that philosophy is all about questions,
but wants some answers for once.

An "I-can't-believe-you've-gone-to-the-otherside" dart to our roommate who just started working
for the parking department.
Sent in by your disappointed roommates who
wonder what made you become a traitor to students
everywhere and wish you would come back to our
side.

Pat...

Pat...

Pat...

A "great-job-guys" pat to The Overtones for being
chosen to be on the nationwide "Best of College A
Cappella" CD.
Sent in by a loyal fan who knew you guys had the
talent to standout above the rest.

A "what-a-catch" pat to the guy who caught
my clarinet when it fell off of my chair during
band rehearsal.
Sent in by a grateful music major who thanks you
for catching the instrument and saving her the cqsf of
repairing it. .
...

A "what-a-gentleman" pat to my ROTC hero for
helping me change my flat tire last week.
Sent in by a girl who is going to buy a tire iron of
her own ASAP and thanks youfbr your assistance.

Dart...
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Who's really afraid of the Y2K monster?
While everyone is all decked out in
their tuxedos and gowns on Dec.
31 getting tipsy off the bubbly to
the point they see three balls drop from
Times Square instead of one, I will be
nowhere to be found. Why? Because I'll be
hiding in my man-made bunker with
umpteen gallons of water and a year's
supply of batteries in fear of Y2K biting
the world right where it counts. You think
I'm silly, don't you?
Well, one of four things will happen at
or around the stroke of midnight when
Jan. 1,2000 kicks in:
1) The stock market will crash, leaving
lots of people very poor. While Wall Street
will see its worst times since the 1929
Stock Market crash (you thought the 1987
crash was big? Puleezze), everyone who
has cash hidden under their mattresses
and in shoe boxes will jump for joy.
2) Any geek on the Internet after 11
p.m. Eastern Standard Time capitalize on
New Year's Eve will be banished to purgatory forever. If you're in a chat room
past the Internet curfew, it's even worse.
You will never, ever, be allowed to set up
an e-mail account anywhere. Not even on
Internet 2.
3) Electricity will be lost forever. That
means forget about the New Year's Day

bowl games. If you didn't stock up on bat- on Game Boy, and said, "What's that?" I
teries for your flashlights, or tiny batteries guess he's not worried.
for your Indiglo watches, well, I feel for
Naturally, I turned to someone who I
you. (Change of date note: The leap year knew would worry — mom. I handed her
will be eliminated. As for daylight savings the cutout from the paper, but she threw it
time, the jury's still out on that one.)
aside and said, "How much did you win
4) The world, as we know it, will blow in Vegas?" with this big smile like I was
up like the Death Star. All existence will coming home a millionaire. (However,
cease to exist, except for those people hid- while sitting at roulette tables for hours on
ing out in bunkers. Really. (All 10 female end, I did ask a few people if they were
finalists to join me in
afraid of the turn of
the bunker are prethe century.)
sent and accounted
A guy from Texas
for. Ten lovely ladies,
who owned an
each one at my disInternet shopping mall
posal. Which one of
said it's all a hoax. I
you lucky 10 will be
might have been able
the lucky one?)
to tell if he was jerking
Why all of this
— Jason Mclntyre
my chain from the
concern, you ask?
way he said it, but I
Well, it's simple.
couldn't take my eyes
One newspaper article scared the elas- of his $100 chips stacked like cookies.
tic right off my Calvin Kleins. I was on an
(These two nice ladies, who were a
airplane on the way back from a glorious plumper version of Thelma and Louise,
trip to Las Vegas when I was reading the said two days before Y2K hits, they are
UbA Today. I saw this big cutout section taking everything out of the bank and
on "How to protect yourself from the safety deposit box, but leaving their husY2K." I turned to my buddy who went bands' money on the Stock Market. Makes
with me and said, "Hey, are you doing ya go hmmmm.)
any of this stuff?"
So after telling mom I didn't clean up,
He was enthralled in a game of Tetris but thought I saw Christina Aguilera, I

Return of
the Mac

started thinking, geez, now 1 have to make
two Christmas lists this year. One for presents and one to prevent us from the Y2K.
That's how I came about the bunker plan.
But the more I checked into Y2K solutions, I started to see a pattern. Could this
whole fiasco be a marketing ploy?
I mean, shucks, the economy is booming and everybody has money. Are they
trying to get us to spend it back? I'm glad
he told me this, because I had been in contact with New Bright Horizons, a Y2K prevention group, and they almost sold me
three cases of ready-to-eat meals for the
bargain basement price of $280. What if 1
had bought them and nothing happened at
the rum of the century? I probably would
have sold them to freshmen. Ramen noodles are so 1995.
1 guess this is what happens to people
when they hear the words, "family survival" mentioned with a man-made date
that is supposed to equal doomsday for
civilization. This brings me to a tough decision. Do I ask for a Palm Pilot for the holidays? I mean, will it even be useful if the
calendars are all screwed up and there's
nobody alive to put in my phone tree?
Jason Mclntyre is a senior ivfio will officially be back next semester.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
President thanks those who
helped save registration
To the Editor:
Something occurred on campus
recently that reminded me again of what
a very special place James Madison
University is.
Like many new computer systems,
our Web,registration program developed
problems when we tried to first put it
into service. The difficulties will be corrected but registration for spring classes
was in serious jeopardy.
In response to the problem, there was a
tremendous show of campus wide teamwork. Students reacted to the situation
with patience and good humor. Faculty
and staff pitched in and worked in close
harmony to quickly develop an alternative registration system. Staff members
from all the university's operational divisions volunteered to help personnel from
the information technology and registrar's
offices in handling registration.
1 commend and thank the many people — students, faculty and staff alike —
who turned a potential crisis into yet
another positive JMU experience. It was a
very tangible demonstration of the "All
Together One" spirit of our university.
Unwood H. Rose
President

No food policy In library
important even during finals
To the Editor
This semester's exams are nearly
upon us, so if s an opportune moment to
raise a concern that ought to belong to all
of us — the effects of food and drink on
resources in Carrier Library.
Anyone who walks into the library

can't avoid noticing the posted policy
meant to curb consumption: No food,
and drinks only in reusable spill-proof
containers. It's inevitable that some
library users will ignore this policy due
to the convenience of considering the
building an extension of places where
they can freely snack while studying.
But extreme behaviors — such as pizzas and beverages at dinnertime — have
high-impact consequences.
Spilled food and drinks damage
either library materials or the environment where they're housed and where
you study. Books, media and equipment
(computers, VCRs) can be damaged by
drink and food spills. When these things
are not actually in danger, spills can stain
furnishings. You'd be surprised at the
stains that can't be fully removed and can
attract roaches and other bugs in the
process.
The bugs themselves eventually do
the work of attacking some of the library
materials they favor, such as the binding
adhesive in books. Even the garbage that
does no physical damage can build up
between the efforts of cleaning staff. The
result is an unpleasant atmosphere for
studying, especially when enough space
for people, let alone collections, is at a
premium. Just this past week, third floor
study rooms had small wastebaskets
overflowing with pizza boxes, and even a
sack with a leaking milk container left on
the carpeted floor.
In a period when many students feel
that Carrier Library does not have
enough research materials, think about
the implications. It's ironic to have to
divert funding to replace existing
resources, or the furnishings that keep
our building attractive, instead of applying those funds to new collections and
new equipment to use them.
Remember, the library is here for
everyone, and in a very real sense it is

yours pot just to use but also to care for.
The JMU Housekeeping staff has the
major chore of keeping our environment
as attractive as possible, and they shoulder it superbly — all for you, the users,
whether or not you ever notice them
doing it. But housekeeping and the
library staff cannot do the job of protecting the library without your cooperation.
It's easier for each individual to adjust his
or her habits to benefit everyone, than it
is for a limited number of service staff to
deal with the consequences of those
habits practiced heedlessly by everyone.
Please remember this the next time
one of the library staff, reminds you to
observe our policy on food and drink.
There are real reasons for its existence.
Jeff Clark
Chair, Preservation Committee
Carrier Library

'Minority' column draws
response from student
To the Editor
First and foremost, I would like to
applaud Bethany Masone for her bravery
in writing something many wouldn't
dare write.
Secondly, I would like to state my dismay, that she waited to the second to last
issue to publish her writing. The late
publication doesn't allow for a good
exchange of opinion; which lead to my
third thought, that I didn't like the article
or the brand of sarcasm used to write it.
While my friends found the article
humorous, I found it distressing. The
article plays down the role that prejudice
still plays in modern society. The writer
takes one category of minorities and
places the blame for reverse discrimination on all members of those minorities.
Lastly, the article contains no attempt

to have any type of discussion of other
minority groups.
At this point in this article, any reader
would probably make a logical assumption that I am a member of some minority. I am, in fact an African-American student here, but my disagreement with the
article transcends cultural and ethnic heritage. I am a member of three distinctive
minorities. I am a black; I am gay and not
least of which I am a socialist
Do I ask for reparations for past evils
done to people of similar backgrounds? I
ask reparation in the form of hate crime
laws that prevent attacks and provide for
punishment for criminals who seek to
silence our voices. Do I seek special days
of recognition for my heritage? Yes, highlighting of the positive and sometimes
the unfavorable aspects of groups helps
to disseminate hostility and promote
understanding. Do I wish for clubs?
Organizations focused on discussing
and supporting minority issues help me
to deal with life in general, but never
should any group on campus be exclusive of other ideals and thoughts.
If people seek to spread the word
about the events of their respective communities, who can denounce them for
following an inherent human characteristic of wanting to communicate their
thoughts to others? Discrimination is
real, seeking to help others that don't
have access to the same opportunity that
some may enjoy is a noble cause.
Affirmative action goes beyond the scope
of just hiring practices.
Demands for discussion of non-mainstream topics in the classroom are warranted, especially at a public, liberal arts
school, which ours claims to be.
Lamar Jones
junior
history
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OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

$16.95
Includes filter and up to 5 quarts of oil
Expires 12/23/99
Offer good with coupon
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Heish man's

434-5935

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.

East Market at Furnace
Beside Papa John's

COMPARE OUR TIRE
PRICES WITH THOSE
BACK HOME!

HOURS:

MFSS
9^ 8-2
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Simple Jrleaswres
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GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED
dxfxtnded Cvening Jtours:
Thursday, Friday
and Saturday
Hour*:
Mon - Wed Open 10am - 4pm
Th - Sal
Open 10am - 9pm

Holiday Catering
Graduation Catering
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Take Out Available
Subs (featuring Hamsonburg's only Boat's Head Deli)

Salads
Entrees
And Homemade Desserts
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564-2988
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Do you know 5 other people at this school?
Would you like the chance to win PRIZES like plane tickets or a car wash from Dr. Rose?
OOo

Do you want to be part of the FUTU RE of JMU?
Would you like to leave your MARK for all other students to see?

To find out more about SENIOR CLASS CHALLENGE and how you can get involved
-all the Senior Class Challenge committee at x2825 or visit us at www.jmu.edu/seniorchallenge

UNIVERSITY INFORMATION

a WARREN ' UNIVERSITY INFORMATION a COLLEGE CENTER

■ UNIVERSITY

University Information
services are expanding...

UI @Sonner Hall
Coming this January!

0o*

kotf^munltJr,,

JMU ,nffo

Magazines
^$
Newspapers
Lost & Found
Flyers Stamped
Computer Access
UREC Activities Info
Travel & Tourism Info
Event Center Calendar
Student Employment Postings
?
)

TAYLOR
WARREN

)

SDNNER HALL
COLLEGE CENTER

Assistant Advertising
Manager
An award-winning student
newspaper is seeking an Assistant
Advertising Manager to help run a
busy office.
Knowledge of Advertising, Sales,
and Graphic Design a plus, but not
required. Applicants should have an
interest in all three fields. Job includes
assisting Advertising Manager with
all duties and working closely with
Account Executives and Advertising
Designers.
Applicant should be deadline
oriented, enthusiastic, professional,
organized and a team player.
Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors
are encouraged to apply.
Approximately 15 hours per week
including some evenings and
weekends.
Drop off resume and cover letter to
The Breeze Office, Gl. AnthonySeeger Hall. All majors welcome to
apply, l-'or more information call
Brandon at X6I27.

Deadline:
Wednesday, Dec. 15,1999

iBreeze

RCKMOC t*w Jomo

Mnduon Unmrary '
community for over 75 yean.

ft

1MU-INFO (568-4636) ^ nmu-info@jmu.edu
^^ www.jmu.edu/ucenter/events/uinfo
WARREN
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ds manager wanted...

Contact Courtney @ x 6127
for more detail

HAS AN OPINION
'hat's YOURS?
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CAN BE
DROPPED OFF AT THE BREEZE

< Anthony-Seeger basement

It's almost that time
of year again
The Breeze

HUNTERS RIDGE

will be looking
for a new
managing editor.

Condominiums & Townhomes

4 Bedrooms starting at $215
2 Bedrooms starting at $300
(prices are per person per month)

High Speed Ethernet Service
DirecTV: Over 70 channels available
Close to Campus

434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates Property Management, Inc.
www.offcampushousing.com
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Professor responds to student complaints

I

really have more important things to
do today than this, but Lauren
Palmigiano's piece in last Thursday's
Breeze demands a response.
A couple of points in her column are
worth addressing. First, student evalua
tions are taken much more seriously by
teachers and department heads than
they are by many students. Those evalu
ations make up a large portion of the
annual evaluations we already receive
from our department heads.
I welcome constructively-phrased
comments, but the only comments I
receive are that I typically assign too
much work. (I'd love to assign little or
no work. It would certainly make my
job easier, given the number of students
in my classes, but students wouldn't
learn anything.)
More distressing was the final line in
the column, that someone has to make sure
the students are getting the knowledge
they came here to get. Excuse me, but that
is your responsibility, not your teachers'.
Our job is not to teach you, but to
help you learn. That may seem like I'm
playing word games, but there is an
important distinction between the two.
Rather than try to counter the column
item by item, I thought it might be useful
to look from another perspective, namely
the perspective of one who taught parttime for four years in the School of Music
and is now in my third year in the

A student's cell phone went off in
College of Business. Of course, this
is only my perspective; I make no class the other day. The embarrassment
claim that my colleagues at JMU on the student's face indicated that it
was truly an accident, so I made a joke
share this perspective.
Having said that, 1 present the four out of it, but I'm sure there are some
types of JMU students. Unlike students, who would have answered the phone.
The third type is the "1 don't want to
who can typically choose from several
teachers to take for a particular class, we learn anything — just give me the path
have no say in who is allowed to enroll of least resistance to an 'A'" type. You
know the type. 1 ask a question, then get
in our classes.
The first type is the type that knows a bunch of blank stares, generally
more about the subject matter than his because many of them haven't bothered
to read the
teacher; just
b o o k
ask him. Those
because it's
students are
"boring."
ones
who
Attending
don't take any
Tom McKenzie
class means
notes
and
sitting idly
rarely ask any
questions in class, unless they're trying until 1 post a Power Point slide (which
is already available on the course Web
to make me look stupid.
I can deal with that type because, site), then scrambling wildly to write
believe it or not, 1 was once 20 and knew down every point before I move on.
This is the student who, at the end of
every damned thing in the world then,
too. The second type is the student for the semester, complains that I give too
whom attending class is an interruption much work, that I'm boring, that 1 lec
ture too much, and that he or she
to their otherwise hectic lives.
Those are the ones who whisper or shouldn't have to buy a book if I'm not
pass notes to the person next to them the going to lecture out of it.
I wish I could say that 1 only had a
whole time, or come to class late, or
leave because they can't "hold it" for 20 couple of students that were of this type,
but I'd be lying. For those who fall into
minutes until class is over. Or worst of
all, they have "previous commitments" that category, education is not about
during class, then expect me to catch memorizing the right answer. It's about
learning how to find answers and make
them up on what they missed.
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a reasoned judgment on which is the
right one.
That requires active participation in
the learning process by all concerned,
students and faculty. The fourth type is
the student who realizes that the things
worth having in this world require a lot
of work, and is willing to put in the
work. Most of those students do well in
my class and most of them learn about
computers and how they impact our
lives. They're the ones that make teach
ing worthwhile and even fun.
In a perfect world, all courses except
those in your major would be offered
credit/no-credit, where students and
teachers alike would focus on the acqui
sition and, more importantly, the appli
cation of knowledge. Of course, that will
never happen.
What's the solution? It's not as simple
as firing teachers who don't get satisfac
tory ratings from 75 percent of their stu
dents. It's not as simple as saying
"grades aren't really important."
It is as simple as focusing on the
nature and importance of education (as
opposed to career training) and learning.
And that's something that everyone
at JMU, from the Board of Visitors to
an entering freshman needs to focus on
every day we report here for work or
school.
Tom McKenzie is a CIS/OM professor.

Student stands in defense of fair trade

I

gnorance, they say, is bliss, but by
airing his in public without fully
understanding or even taking the
time to listen to the Progressive
Coalition's opposition to the World
Trade Organization, Bill Butterfield has
managed to display exactly what four
years of college has done for him.
I am here not to trade barbs but instead
to give my defense for activist organiza
tions that form the Progressive Coalition.
In 1948 the United States and other
capitalist countries signed the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
as a coalition to promote capitalism and
counter communism. As a rule book for
fair trade, the GATT agreements were to
ensure free and fair trade, but in actuali
ty facilitated trade with few provisions
for environmental considerations or
human rights. After the Cold War, a con
ference in Uruguay redefined GATT and
created a worldwide organization that
would help enforce the trade treaties.
The year was 1995 and the WTO was
born. The Progressive Goalition and its
member groups are not against free
trade as Mr. Butterfield so outrageously
claimed; the coalition stands for fair
trade. We have simply refused to sacri
fice our obligations as humans for an
extra buck. The WTO isn't a democratic
organization that allows all the members
an equal voice.
Large corporations are based in rich
countries, which in turn dictate trade
policy to poor nations whose requests
are usually ignored. The appeal officials
of the WTO who make final decisions on
trade disputes are three white men; no
women, blacks, Asians or other groups

and races are represented. By claiming a
body that has no representation from the
majority of the world's population is
imdemocratic and shows a reckless disre
gard of the truth.
Amin Rokin, a JMU economics major,,
says that by claiming capitalism is the
best form of democracy Butterfield
"makes an ignorant and arrogant gen
eralization stating that something that
was 'successful' for the United States is
the best alternative for any country.
The problem with this is that every
country has its own unique history, cul
ture and traditions."
In his arti
cle,
Mr.
Butterfield
suggested
that we were
calling for
— Makau
denial of the

rights of others either at home or abroad
for us .to benefit from free trade.
The Chinese government executes
prisoners without due process of the
law, and produces export goods in
Tibetan labor camps whose inmates are
monks and nuns whose only crime was
to ask for their freedom. Most of what
the Chinese government does violates
international laws that they have rati
fied like the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.
Mr. Butterfield's bold claim that the
opening up of trade is to help further
democracy is a notion so ridiculous
that were it
not for its
seriousness
would
be
funny.
A professor
Maitha
at this uni
versity, com
menting on China's potential as a trade
partner, summarized it well. With one
billion people, giving the only reason
countries want to trade with China, it is
the single biggest market in the world.
Another point that raises opposition to
the WTO in its current form is that it
makes the rich richer and the poor poor
er. The signing of the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) on Jan.
I, 1994 is a perfect example of how free
trade can hurt a vast majority of the
society while only befitting a small-few.
Many indigenous communities in
Mexico have suffered tremendously
since free trade between the United
States and Mexico was opened.
. J4,r., Rokin explains this, iq, his paper ,
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workers'

rights to work.
We are not calling for foreign compa
nies to pull their businesses' out of Asia
and other regions. We are asking them
to pay wages that do not condemn their
employees to living below the poverty
level. The people working in the sweat
shops overseas have little or no choice as
to where to work.
So you Mr. Butterfield, being a white
American male living a life far rerrioved
from the economic realities of the Third
World, are the last person I would
expect to have compassion so long as
your Nikes still cost $59.99.
The members of the activist groups on
campus believe that we shouldn't have
to ruin our environrnent or the human

saying: "The members of these commu
nities have lived off of their lands using
traditional agricultural methods for gen
erations. These communities depend on
their ability to sell their crops in order to
survive.
"Since NAFTA was implemented,
however, powerful U.S. farmers that
mass produce crops have been selling
crops at extremely discounted prices,
taking the only source of income from
these already impoverished communi
ties and putting it into the hands of
wealthy Americans.
"Many of these communities, with no
other means to survive, have been
forced to sell the lands that they have
occupied for centuries to a few wealthy
investors."
American and Canadian strip mining
companies have been destroying what
little is left of South America's rain
forests. The NAFTA treaty opened up
the exploitation of poor Latin American
nations and with the same people push
ing through the WTO other poor nations
around the world are at risk.
The Progressive Goalition realizes
that the world is moving to a global
economy. But opening up free trade
doesn't mean we have to sell our souls
and destroy the world.
Destroying the environment, paying
women less for doing the same job
and paying workers wages that keep
them below the poverty line cannot be
the best way for us to benefit from
free trade.
Makau Maitha is a senior economics major
and a member of the Progressive Coalition.
j
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Picking Our Century's Most
Influential Person (From Doi
He ys no Einstein, but this nonconventional 'modern-day I
rules more than just Animal Planet for adventure fans evt
COLUMN BY MICHAEL OLSON

Sure, our century has
seen smarter men, but
how many of them
have been bitten
repeatedly by bearded
dragons or pursued
by disgruntled
hippopotamuses?

■

■

Well, the century's winding down, and with its
conclusion comes a lot
of debate about who has
been the most influential
person in the last 100 years. Many
fine publications dedicate entire
issues to the pursuit of naming
such a person, but it seems to me
their efforts are all for naught. As
far as I'm concerned (or most people I know for that matter), the
human being who has had the
greatest influence on the 20th century has been Steve Irwin, the
Crocodile Hunter.
Hear me out. As a society we
are often too willing to write off
pop icons as people who contribute nothing of substance to
society. And, while this is true in
many cases, it just doesn't work
that way with the Crocodile
Hunter. Sure, his contributions are
on "Animal Planet" and come
complete with commercial breaks,
but this is not justification for
ignoring his immense impact on
society.
Perhaps the best way to truly
appreciate the Crocodile Hunter's
worth is to compare him to some
of the other candidates for man of
the century. Would Mahatma
Gandhi's practice of passive resistance work with a vicious copperhead? Would any equation from
the brilliant mind of Albert
Einstein keep a vicious goanna

from inflicting its wrath? And
there's no way that any amount of
ground breaking legislation could
keep a croc from biting a chunk
out of FDR's butt.
Ironically, the very categories
in which these men don't stack up
are what make the Crocodile
Hunter the most valuable contributor to the modern world.
In many ways Steve Irwin represents what everyone should be.
Unimpressed by societal conventions, he is a modern-day Mick
Dundee who is more than happy
tearing it up down under. He
doesn't need technology to prove
his worth, opting for plain machismo. Hell, he probably doesn't
even have an e-mail account and
when the Y2K problem hits, he'll
just keep doing things Aborigine
style. Steve has an enthusiasm for
his work that goes above and
beyond the call of duty, an enthusiasm that is all too rare in a culture that often foregoes its dreams
in lieu of money and stability.
Throw in the responsibility of his
"don't do this at home, kids" message and you are damn close to
perfection.
But, like many men in power, it
seems that much of Steve's appeal
comes from the animal magnetism
he exudes. Any guy would love to
have the biscuits to do what Steve
does daily and chicks obviously
dig him. This is epitomized by

junior Sara Chapman, who openly
admits that she would marry the
Crocodile Hunter but "[he] just
seems too attached to his wife."
Who can blame Sara? She is one of
lany who have fallen for Steve
and his combination of bulging
calve muscles and beige active
wear. What woman can honestly
say she isn't intrigued by a man
willing to crawl through the bush
for hours in search of a feral pig?
Come to think of it, I'm pretty sure
that was one of Miss October's
tum-ons.
After speaking with friends,
I've seen that another aspect of the
Crocodile Hunter's charm is that
not one person shares the same
favorite of his insane adventures.
One friend fondly remembered
Steve's exploits in Virginia, recalling the time when he was plucking rattlesnakes from the side of
the Blue Ridge Parkway like so
many blown tire treads.
Another reminisced about the
time Steve was trying to catch
wild camels and sliced his ear in
the process. A true warrior, he
simply rubbed dirt on the wound
to stop the bleeding and moved
on. A roommate recalled when
Steve accidentally knocked his
wife Terri off their boat and was
subsequently forced to stop the
attack of a merciless crocodile.
Personally, I will never forget the
time that he was on a mission to

-
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Holidayfest Emphasizes Variety in Performance
REVIEW BY CONTRIBUTING
WRITER ALISON SNOW

wn Under)
Mick Dundeef
erywhere
handle the world's 10 most venomous snakes. In pursuit of number three, he went into marshland
armed only with a flashlight on
his head and a durable pair of
khaki shorts. Did he succeed? The
answer is obvious.
These are the memories that
will warm our hearts as we
approach a new millennium, the
moments we will recall when,
with grandchildren on our knee,
we wax fantastic about the days of
yore.
Believe it or not, I anticipate
that this Man of the Century selection will earn some detractors. A
recent addition to our collective
culture, some are inclined to argue
that the Crocodile Hunter simply
arrived on the scene too late to
receive any votes. While this argument might seem logical to the
pessimistic, I find it shortsighted
and highly unfair. Sure, our century has seen smarter men, but how
many of them have been bitten
repeatedly by bearded dragons or
pursued by disgruntled hippopotamuses?
These are the situations that
really measure the worth of a man,
and it is in these situations that
Steve rises to the challenge.
Go, gentle Crocodile Hunter,
and lead us into the 21st century.
Michael Olson is a senior English
major.

"I believe people are not
empty bottles to be filled but candles to be lit," Mark Warner, VicePresident of Student Affairs said
last Sunday evening as he spoke
before an attentive audience of
anxious students. Warner was
encouraging the students to take
the holiday spirit into their hearts
and give it to other people.
"Holidays On the Quad" portrayed this magical holiday spirit
by showcasing the diversity of
student musical talent at JMU
through a seasonal concert. The
performing musicians let their
candles shine before a full audience at Wilson Hall in addition to
a crowd of students on the Quad.
The event began in Wilson
Hall as the JMU Chorale, elegantly dressed in formal attire, began
with a series of three songs entitled "PersonentHodie," "O
Magnum Mysterium" and
"Alleluia." The choir was later
The JMU Chorale and JMU Symphony Orchestra performed a vareity of songs, including
accompanied by the JMU
English, Nigerian and Spanish holiday carols.
Symphony Orchestra, in addition
to four guest soloists Sonya Baker
Virginia Along, soprano, for "O
and Kelli Burke, sopranos, Sandra
Holy Night" and senior Sherry
Cryder, alto, John Little, tenor and
Montgomery, soprano, for "O
In Dal Choi, bass.
Come all Ye Faithful."
Following a brief intermission,
Before the last selection was perthe performance took on a new
formed, the Chorale and the
effect as the chorale began the secSymphony Orchestra invited alumond half of the show with a
ni to come to the front of the stage
vibrant celebration titled
and sing the final tune "Hark, the
"Betelehemu," a Nigerian carol
Herald Angels Sing."
featuring senior Daniel Ozment,
The Chorale and the Symphony
bass soloist, and
Orchestra were not the
only groups that let
sophomore Kristen
their talent shine
Hawley, soprano
'Holidays On the
Sunday evening. Alter
soloist. Added
the seasonal concert,
instruments such as
Quad'portrayed
the tambourine and
the JMU Gospel Choir
accompanied by the
the bongo drums
this magical holiday
gave the selection a
Brass Quartet performed on the Quad
distinct cultural
spirit by showcasing
for a crowd full of fersound. The group's
the diversity of stuvent carolers.
next selection, "A
The choir and
La Nanita Nana," a
dent musical talent
quartet opened with a
Spanish carol, comfast, hand-clapping
plimented the culat JMU through a
version of "O Come
tural atmosphere.
All Ye Faithful," invitThe JMU
seasonal concert.
ing the audience to
Symphony
join them in singing
Orchestra then took
popular holiday carols
over the show with
three selections from the
like "Joy to the World," "Jingle
Nutcracker — "Marche," "Danse
Bells," "Jolly Old St. Nicholas" and
JMU Chorale member Sherry Montgomery sings a
Chinoise" and "Danse russe
"Deck the Halls." Carolers were
solo for "0 Come All Ye Faithful." The evening
graciously aided in singing by canTrepak," before encouraging
ended as the Christmas tree, displayed on the lawn
audience participation in a holidles passed through the audience
was lit, giving light to the many students who came
and a carol sing-a-long song sheet,
day carols starting with The
out for an evening of holiday fun and professional
Twelve Days of Christmas, in
which provided the words.
addition to other popular
The evening ended as the
music entertainment
favorites such as "Jingle Bells,"
Christmas tree, displayed on the
"Joy to the World" and "It Came
lawn was lit giving light to the
PHOTOS BY STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER X»S THOMAS
Upon a Midnight Clear." The
many students who came out for
an evening of holiday fun and propopular Christmas selections also
featured the voices of soloists
fessional music entertainment.
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Concert to offer 'Reasons for Knocking'
International choreographer works with Virginia Dance Company
ALISON SNOW
contributing writer
High-energy dance moves
will be performed at LatimerShaeffer Theatre when the School
of Theatre and Dance presents
the Virginia Repertory Dance
Company along with dance faculty and guest artists in concert at
8 tonight through Saturday.
"This is the first time the company has worked with an international choreographer in preparation for the concert," said Kate
Trammel, associate professor of

Dance Concert
WHAT:
The
Virginia
Repertory Dance Company,
dance faculty and guest
artists perform
WHERE: Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre in Duke Hall
WHEN: Today through
Saturday at 8 p.m.
ADMISSION: $6 general, $5
for children, seniors and JAC
card holders

dance. "It brings a new element
of excitement to the show."
The company began rehearsing in January for this concert
that will feature works like the
quartet "Reasons for Knocking"

Movement
Research. She is
also on the faculty
at Trinity College
in New York.
Chris Burnside
is the choreographer of "Das Buch
der
Tranen,"
another piece the
company will perform. Burnside
began
choreographing when he
moved to New
York City in 1981
after graduating
from VCU and
receiving a master's degree in
Dance
from
Florida
State
University. His
evening length
movement monologue, Fort Head,
has
been
a c c 1 a i m e d
XMSTHOMKS/slaffphiiliiRrupher throughout the
The Va. Repertory Dance Company, faculty and guests will dance the weekend away, country. Burnside
is currently tour*
by London-based choreographer
"Water Landings," by New ing his latest movement monoFin Walker. Walker worked with York choreographer Lisa Race, logue, "Travelogue," across the
the company when she visited will also be performed. Race is a U.S.
JMU last month. She is an inde- choreographer who dances on
Senior Tara McNeeley will
pendent dance maker, performer her hands and her feet. For the perform a solo titled "Embrace"
and teacher who works national- 1999-2000 school year she is serv- choreographed by associate proly and internationally.
ing as the artist-in-residence at fessor of dance Shane O'Hara.

O'Hara describes the solo as a
dance that is pure movement
based work.
"Instead of working with a
specific theme," he said, "I start.ed working with the concept of
where movement is initiated and
h'ow it is sequenced."
Other "works will include
"A Walk on Bourbon Street," a
sextet by resident choreographer Suzanne Miller-Corso and
"Groove," a quartet choreographed by resident choreographers Cynthia Thompson
and Trammel.
The Virginia Repertory Dance
Company is a touring group
composed of pre-professional
junior and senior dance students
selected through audition. The
company was founded in 1983
and maintains a repertoire of
works by regional, national, and
international choreographers.
The group places special emphasis on providing high quality
dance experiences for a wide
range of audiences. Their performances range from workshops
and active performances in public schools to formally produced
concerts. Company members are
seniors Kelly Bartnik, Jill Bradley,
Marisa Impalli, Tara McNeeley,
Kristi Nimmo, Anna Smith
juniors Courtney Hand and
Aaron Wine.

A Standish ovation to come
NICOLE CADDIGAN
il contributing writer
How many 20 year olds are hand
picked to sing for Donald Trump?
Well, one JMU student was.
Sophomore Jaimie Standish will open
for Brenda Lee and Tony Orlando at the
Taj Mahal in Atlantic City for Trump's
New Year's party. Not only that, but she
has also won the Middle Atlantic Region
competition for the Metropolitan Opera
National Council auditions and will
compete in the finals in February.
"It was a big, big surprise," Standish
said. "This was a really big competition
and going into it, I wasn't expecting to
get as far as I did. I was hoping and praying because I had worked hard, but these
are professional people that I'm competing against."
Standish is the youngest contender
this year to make it this far. Seventy performers competed at the district level in
November, after the first cut, 18 competed in the semifinals. Ten performers
advance to the finals in Washington, D.C.
in February to compete for first, second
and third places.
• .•
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Jaimie Standish
Winners receive a cash reward, and the
first place winner will move on to the
nationals, which is held in March on the
Met Stage in New York City.
"The next competition could be a ticket to a professional career," Standish
said. "It means a lot. Just getting this far
takes some people a long, long time. Just
making it this far is a blessing."
In Dal Choi, Standish's voice
teacher, is ecstatic. "This has never happened before," Choi said. "It's the first

time in JMU's history."
Standish, who played Laetitia the
maid in last month's opera at Wilson
Hall, "The Old Maid and the Thief," sang
five different arias (operas) for the competition, two of which were in Italian.
(Contestants were required to sing two of
them in a different language.)
"I'm required to take diction classes,"
said Standish of the music program. "It's
basically learning the phonetic alphabet
so I know how to pronounce things. I
don't know what the lyrics mean until I
look them up and translate."
How did she catch Trump's ear?
Her singing first caught the attention
of a technician working on the sound for
her performance at her uncle's club. He
ultimately introduced Standish to the
voice manager who was in search of a
vocalist to perform for Trump.
"He called out of the blue," said
Standish of the voice manager. "He
asked me to send a head shot,
resume and demo tape. He wanted
to see if I looked the part and
sounded OK."
She then traveled to Atlantic City to
see what she would be doing if she got

-'''»<♦»■

the job. She performed with Tony
Orlando's band without any rehearsals
before the show. Orlando was so
impressed, she said he told her, "If I was
that good when I was 20, I'd be a millionaire right now."
"Two of the head honcho entertainment people were in the audience
because they knew I was going to be
there," Standish said. "One of them was
the woman who discovered Celine Dion.
They said some really nice things to me
after the show."
Standish began taking lurmal singing
lessons at 11. "My voice teacher in high
school made me sing some classical
things," she said. "My love was not classical back then; it was music theater and
the latest pop. My teacher taught me the
importance of having a classical background. When I got to college, I really
started loving classical music and getting
into opera because it's so much more
challenging."
As for the future?
"People always ask me whether I
want to do Broadway, opera or
record," Standish said. "I figure, my
life will just unfold."
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Assistant Advertising
Manager
An award-winning student newspaper is seeking an
Assistant Advertising Manager to help run a busy office.
Knowledge of Advertising, Sales, and Graphic Design a
plus, but not required. Applicants should have an interest
in all three fields. Job includes assisting Advertising
Manager with all duties and working closely with Account
Executives and Advertising Designers.
Applicant should be deadline oriented, enthusiastic,
professional, organized and a team player. Freshmen,
Sophomores and Juniors are encouraged to apply.
Approximately 15 hours per week including some evenings
and weekends.
Drop off resume and cover letter to The Breeze Office,
G1, Anthony-Seeger Hall. All majors welcome to apply.
For more information call Brandon at x6127.
!)("i(lliiic*

Wednesday, Dec. 15,1999
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ATTENTION STUDENTS
AFTER WINTER BREAK

GET YOUR NEW YELLOW
TRANSIT SCHEDULE
ROUTE CHANGES EFFECTIVE
JANUARY 1,2000
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STOP
making decisions on where to live next year
until you have checked out all your options.

THINK
about what location and amenities
will meet your needs.
Hunters Ridge
Condominiums & Townhomes

High speed Internet access & Digital TV
2, 4 & 5 Bedrooms

Madison Manor

2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments/townhouses
Pool, Basketball CourtTennis Court, Fireplac^

Mountain View Heights

4 bedrooms & 4 bathrooms

Madison Gardens

3 bedrooms & 3 decks

Madison Square

3 bedroom townhouses

Duke Gardens

3 bedrooms, close to campus

Madison Terrace

1, 2 & 3 bedrooms

University Place

3 & 4 bedrooms

Country Club Court

3 & 4 bedroom townhouses

434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates Property Management, INC
www.offcampushouslng.com
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Escape the mall, hit the theaters
Movie release frenzy will keep viewers busy over Christmas break

A

NTHONY MARCHEGIANO

stajf writer

As 1999 comes to an end,
Hollywood brings on its bom
bardment of films for the holi
day season. From now to the
end of December, about 30
movies will be released. That is
more than one movie a day! It is
hard to choose which flick to
shell out $7 to see in the theater,
so I am going to preview the
movies and tell you which ones
to catch.
But first, two movies to
watch after they're out on video
or on HBO.
Robin Williams plays a
nanny who is trying to reveal
himself in "Bicentennial Man." I
liked this one better the first time
I saw it when it was called "Mrs.
Doubtfire." It's the same con
cept, except for it is a futuristic
look at the same story; this time
Williams is a robot nanny who
becomes a man and relates to the
family. This one looks like it will
have the success of some of
Williams' receipt films; "What
Dreams May Come" and "Jakob
the Liar." Remember those
films? Didn't think so, and odds
are you won't remember
"Bicentennial Man" when it hits
theaters on Dec. 17.
Here's another not to waste

your money on — Ice Cube's
sequel to the cult classic
"Friday." "Next Friday" picks
up where the last one left off,
Craig (Cube) going up against
the neighborhood bully Debo
(Tiny Lister). This sequel is miss
ing a key ingredient from the
original, Chris Tucker. Tucker
was hilarious in the first, and is
the main reason for its success.
So beware of that factor before
going to see "Next Friday" when
it opens Dec. 24.
If you see only one film dur
ing winter break, make sure it is
"Man on the Moon." The film
chronicles the life of eccentric
comedian Andy Kaufman, who
is portrayed by Jim Carrey.
Kaufman's career was an
intriguing one, from "Saturday
Night Live," to wrestling,
standup, and the television show
"Taxi." Carrey is teamed with

Danny DeVito who plays
Kaufman's manager, while
Courtney Love plays Lynne
Margulies, Andy's love interest.
Carrey will without a doubt
receive an Oscar nomination for his
role and is my early prediction for
Best Actor. "Man on the Moon"
lands in theaters on Dec. 22.
The second must see flick of
winter break stars Tom Hanks.
He is coming at you tomorrow
with a prison drama, "The Green
Mile." This comes from the same
director
as
"Shawshank
Redemption" and also like
"Shawshank," it is based on a
Stephen King novel. Set on
Death Row in a Southern prison
in 1935, "The Green Mile" is the
story of the cellblock's head
guard (Hanks), who develops a
poignant, unusual relationship
with one inmate who possesses a
magical gift that is both mysteri-

Coming to a
theater near you
PANS
"Bicentennial Man"
Dec. 17
"Next Friday"
Dec. 24

PICKS

"Man on the Moon"
Dec. 22
"The Qreen Mile"
Dec. 10
"Any Qiven Sunday"
Dec. 22
"The Hurricane"
Dec. 29
"The Talented Mr. Ripley'
Dec. 24

ous and miraculous.
If you have time and money,
here's the show for you. Oliver
Stone and A1 Pacino come
together in the football drama
"Any Given Sunday." The film
takes a look at the game, as a
whole: the players and coaches,
their families, the owners, busi
nessmen, sports media and those
hanging on for the glamour of it
all. Stone put together an all-star
cast: Pacino is the coach, Dennis
Quaid is the aging quarterback,
Jamie Foxx is the young quarter
back vying for Quaid's starting
position and Cameron Diaz is
the owner of the team who
wants to see the new young
superstar in the saddle. Also
making appearances is James
Woods, LL Cool J, Charlton
Heston and numerous real-life
gridiron superstars. Funny side
note to this film; music mogul Sean
"Puffy" Combs (Puff Daddy) was
originally in the running for the
role as the new young quarterback
(Foxx) but lost out due to lack of
athletic ability. Don't miss this one
when it hits theaters on Dec. 22.
Bob Dylan's song told his
story and
now
Denzel
Washington is starring in the
movie
showing
Rubin
"Hurricane" Carter's struggle.
"The Hurricane" tells the story
of the middleweight boxer who
was wrongly arrested and sen

tenced to three life terms for a
murder he didn't commit in
1966. It wasn't until a young boy
and three Canadian activists
pursued the truth and fought for
Carter's freedom in 1985. "The
Hurricane" enters the ring on
Dec. 29.
His previous film, "The
English Patient" was a huge suc
cess, and Anthony Minghella
can only hope for that in his
newest "The Talented Mr.
Ripley." Matt Damon, Gwyneth
Paltrow and Cate Blanchett star
in this adaptation of the 1955
novel. Damon plays Tom Ripley,
a deceiving young man who is
sent to Italy to retrieve an old
school friend named Dickie
Greenleaf (Jude Law). When
Ripley finds him, he falls in love
with both Dickie's high-class life
and Dickie himself, so he
decides to kill him and assume
his identity. An interesting side
note to this: Minghella cast the
stars of his flick before they were
cast in major motion pictures —
He had Damon before "Good
Will Hunting," Paltrow before
"Shakespeare In Love" and
Blanchett before "Elizabeth."
"The Talented Mr. Ripley"
opens Dec. 24.
Well there are plenty of movies
to choose from this holiday sea
son, hope you catch one that is
worth your time and money.

This week at the box office:

'Toys' are still not old
Buzz Lightyear doesn't falter; Allen,
Fiennes, Penn hope to take the reigns

A

NTHONY MARCHEGIANO

stajf writer

The kids didn't get bored
with their new toys this past
weekend, as "Toy Story 2" led
all movies. The top four films
this weekend stayed in their
same spot as last weekend,
due to no major film releases
this past weekend.
Even though Buzz and
Woody's attendance dropped
51 percent from their record
Thanksgiving weekend open
ing, they were still able to
pull in $28.3 million to bring
its total to $117.3 million.
"Toy Story 2" played 3,238
sites with an $8,734 per
screen average.

Bond continued to dazzle
audiences while bringing in
$10.6 million. "Tomorrow
Never Dies" has made $90.4
million after being out for
three weeks.
Arnold Schwarzenegger's
comeback, "End of Days" is
looking like an apocalypse of
its own. The Armageddonbased thriller only mustered
$9.7 million and is falling fast.
Its two-week total is at an
average $45.9 million.
"Sleepy Hollow" and
"The Bone Collector" round
ed out the top five with $9.0
and $3.1 million respectively.
There were no nationwide
releases this weekend, how
ever, two films came out in

limited release (so they can be
considered for this year's
Oscars).
Ralph
Fiennes
and
Julianne Moore are paired in
the World War II love story,
"The End of the Affair." The
romance played in only seven
theaters, but averaged an
impressive $29,000 per
screen. "Affair" will open
nationally in January.
Woody Allen's newest
film,
"Sweet
and
Lowdown" premiered only
in three New York theaters.
The flick that stars Sean
Penn as a 1930s jazz gui
tarist raked in a remarkable
$34,000 average.
Next weekend brings the

bombardment of Oscar con
tenders. Most notably Tom
Hanks stars in the adaptation
of Stephen King's "The Green
Mile." The prison drama
comes from the same director
"The
Shawshank
of
Redemption," which interest
ingly enough also came from
a King short story.
For the light hearted,
there is the comedy that stars
Rob Schneider as "Deuce
Bigalow: Male Gigolo." This
is Schneider's attempt to fol
low the footsteps of fellow
"Saturday Night Live" veter
ans that have found success
on the big screen like Adam
Sandler and the late Chris
Farley.

..TOP

MOVIES
"Toy Siory 2"
$28.3 Biillion

"Thfs»^^rld Is

NotE^gh"
$l(L^^illion

"End o«)ays"
$9.7 million

"Sleejpy Flollow"
$9.0 iiullion

"The Bone ^ollector"
$3.1 mflion

to
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Students to direct 14 one-act plays
4LEXSARN0VVSKI
^contributing writer
Students enrolled in directing
for theatre (Theater 355) will showcase their work starting tonight.
The Big Honkin' Director's Fest
gives them a chance to produce,
act and direct in their own work.
Fourteen one-act plays will be
performed, including "Crackers
and Cheese," the only play written by a student. About 50 students from introduction to the
atre, basic acting and upper level
classes will act in the plays.

The plays will run tonight directed by senior James Michael
Today and Saturday, Dec. 11
through Saturday in Theatre II Harper and "Impromptu," by at 9:30 p.m., "The Birthday
onSouth
Present," by
Main Street.
Charlie
THE BIG HONKIN'DIRECTORS FEST
Today and
Schulman,
Saturday, Dec. WHO: Students enrolled in directing for theatre present their work
directed by
11 at 7 p.m. a WHAT: 14 one-act plays, three per session
senior Todd
set of three WHERE: Theatre II
Grogan, "A
plays will be WHEN: Session one: Today and Saturday at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Session Kind
Of
performed. two: Tomorrow at 7 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. Session three: Ma ska," by
Sophomore Tomorrow at 9:30 p.m. and Saturday at 4:30 p.m.
Harold
Gabriel Fry ADMISSION: Tickets on sale at the door. $2 per session or $5 for all Pinter;
directs Tom four sessions on Saturday
directed by
Stoppard's "A
sophomore
Separate Peace." "Wuzel- Tad Mosel, is directed by junior Shannon Listol and "Lone Star,"
Flummery," by A.A. Milne; is Vikram Weet.
by James Mclure, directed by

The musical
"Here's Love,"
based on the
novel
and
movie •'Miracle
on 34th Street,"
will be performed on the
Wilson Hall
stage today at
7:30
p.m.
Student rush
tickets
are
available at the
Harrison Hall
Box
office
today from I to
5 p.m. for $11.
General admission is $21, $11
PHOTO COURTESY OF u^™?")AC
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS card holders at
AND LETTERS
the door.

Assistant Advertising
Manager
An award-winning student
newspaper is seeking an Assistant
Advertising Manager to help run a
busy office.
Knowledge of Advertising, Sales,
and Graphic Design a plus, but not
required. Applicants should have an
interest in all three fields. Job includes
assisting Advertising Manager with
all duties and working closely with
Account Executives and Advertising
Designers.
Applicant should be deadline
oriented, enthusiastic, professional,
organized and a team player.
Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors
are encouraged to apply.
Approximately 15 hours per week
including some evenings and
weekends.
Drop off resume and cover letter to
The Breeze Office, GI, AnthonySeeger Hall. All majors welcome to
apply. For more information call
Brandon at x6l27.

Deadline:
Wednesday, Dec. 15,1999
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Have a safe and happy holiday

special student Matt Wray, will
be performed.
Tomorrow at 7 p.m. and
Saturday at 2 p.m., "Variations
on the Death of Trotsky," by
David Ives, directed by junior
Geoffrey A. Ehrlich, "Foreplay,
or the Art of the Fugue," by
Ives, directed by junior Camille
Piaaza, "Phillip Glass Buys a
Loaf of Bread," by Ives, directed
by junior J.A. Xystus Messenger
and "Story in Harlem Slang,"
by Zora Neale Hurston, directed by senior Ashlynn Brooks
will be performed.

College Park-Ashby Crossing, L.L.C.
1191 Devon Lane

540-432-1001

Have a safe and happq holiday

* * m

Haveasafeandhapp.^ni,^,]
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A 'Phantom' reflection
'Star Wars' saga deserves second, tenth, hundredth . . . look
BRENT ANDREW BOWLES
Breeze film critic
Nearly seven months have passed since "The Phantom
Menace," the first episode in writer-director George
Lucas' "Star Wars" saga, appeared in cinemas across the
country. On that Wednesday in May, cries of joy could be
heard from fans coast to coast, as Lucas finally made good
on a 15 year old promise to complete the story with a trilogy of prequels. Immediately following that release, however, came the criticism. Did "The Phantom Menace" live
up to the hype? Would it become as much an immortal
part of America's cinematic history as the original trilogy?
Do the film's pervasive digital visual effects prove a roadblock to narrative success? If hindsight is indeed 20-20,
then here, in the final weeks of the century, let's have a
look back and see what all the fuss was about.
While most protests lobbied against the film during its
initial run dealt with Jar Jar Binks, the comic relief character, whom many called not only racist but childish and
annoying (my response: get over it, babies), the remaining
criticism can be summed up by saying "The Phantom
Menace' wasn't as good as all the hype made it out to be.'"
Hold on a sec. The hype made it out to be a movie everyone should see. You made it out to be a good one.
The most astute criticisms of "The Phantom Menace"
examine its success not only as the first film to (either
successfully or unsuccessfully) use digital visual effects
in nearly every shot, but as an example of poor writing
and shoddy pacing. The film succeeds in its use of computer-generated imagery: the look of this prequel is
tremendous. From the eye-popping cityscapes of
Coruscant to even Jar Jar himself (anyone whining about
the character and his fellow Gungans cannot fail-to
acknowledge what they mean technologically — the first
fully-interactive computer-generated characters), "The

Phantom Menace" is a visual wonder.
Lucas is a hell of a storyteller and a competent director,
but as a scriptwriter he leaves much to be desired. The
dialogue in this movie is atrocious, running the gamut
from insultingly childish fart jokes to syrupy Hallmark
exchanges. While it is possible to defend the film's lack of
character development by citing the amount of plot setup
with which Lucas must contend (he not only has to make
"The Phantom Menace" work on its own, but as the first
of a sextet), many scenes fall emotionally flat. The relationship between young Anakin Skywalker (Jake Lloyd)
and Amidala, Queen of Naboo (Natalie Portman) is surprisingly ineffectual, and features none of the ominous
sense of prophecy and anticipation the first meeting
between Luke and Leia's mom and dad should carry.
The actors do manage to salvage a good deal of what
could be unbelievably awful scenes. Liam Neeson and
Pernilla August, as venerable Jedi Qui-Gon Jinn and
Anakin's mother Shmi Skywalker, respectively, deliver
the film's best performances. While Neeson makes a formidable and convincing purveyor of young Anakin's
trust, August is wonderful as the boy's pensive, sad mother. In the film's best scene, the two discuss the child's virgin birth and latent Force ability, and the sequence positively crackles. The characters in "The Phantom Menace"
are about as straightforward as they can be, but when
you're dealing with a ideologically complex reworking of
cultural mythology and religious iconography, archetypes
are par for the course. The villainous Darth Maul (while a
big fat wimp) is an amalgamation of every Satanic representation offered in Western religion and art. The Jedi, on
the other hand, carry themselves with an Eastern aspect.
Lucas' introduction of the Force-sensitive midi-chlorians
into the Knights' physiology is a fascinating melding of
transubstantiation and symbiotic microbiology.
What does all this mean to the structure and success of

the film? It makes it an intriguing subject for hindsighted
analysis, thank you very much. It's not the greatest movie
ever made, but like all fantasy (and I remind you it is not
science fiction, but fantasy) it is as much about balls-tothe-wall heroism as serious philosophical inquisition; any
movie with such a thrillingly choreographed three-way
duel between Qui-Gon, Darth Maul and young Obi-Wan
Kenobi (Ewan McGregor), however, cannot fail to entertain. Although it's not an excuse, "The Phantom Menace"
may prove to be a better movie when viewed in tandem
with Episodes II and ID (scheduled to appear in 2002 and
2005, respectively) since, unlike the original trilogy, it was
composed with the next installments' events in mind.
Lucas may be a brainiac, but he creates spectacular
entertainment. Many complain that "The Phantom
Menace" is aimed too squarely at children, but since the
original films were aimed at children (it's only a fan-generated conceit that the "Star Wars" movies are principally
anything other than entertainment), this particular criticism is moot. The last reel of "The Phantom Menace," a
choppy yet thrilling resolution of four concurrent plot
lines (the dialogue may be mundane, but the general
story is complex), is as energizing a piece of cinema as has
appeared in theaters this year. And anyone who says
they didn't get even the smallest thrill at viewing the
bright yellow letters scrolling slowly up the screen while
John Williams' magnificent music blasts is a liar or a poor
unfortunate soul.
"The Phantom Menace" is fun, nothing more, nothing
less. If one wishes to deify the movie, so be it. It is children's cinema, an entertaining flight of fancy that delights
in the gee-whiz spectacle of matinee adventures from
which it draws inspiration. Approach it with an expectation for anything else, and you will be disappointed.
"The Phantom Menace," rated PC and running 132 initiate*, closes tonight at the Harrisonburg 14.
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STRETCH THAT HOLIDAY DOLLAR!
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PHISH
Hampton Comes Alive
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AVAILABLE!
A Must For The Smart Holiday Shopper!

CD's • LP's • cassettes • books • magazines • special orders • music accessories
hard to find labels & imports • local & regional artists • open 7 days!

LISTEN TO ANY CD BEFORE YOU BUY! WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR YOUR USED CDs!
f CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC! ^ TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999

FAST AND FREE SPECIAL
ORDER SERVICE!
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SPORTS

Some proposals for Y2K
The Breeze offers a list of changes aimed at the new year
As 1999 comes to a close it seems that
everyone has an All-Century list. They are
lists of players, teams, moments and anything else anyone can think of to praise the
accomplishments of the last 100 years.
Everyone has their own opinion and feels
the need to put it on display.
I do not feel that I am above this form
of journalism. Instead of praising the past,
though, I look to the future of sport and
offer my own suggestions for the millennium. The following is a list of changes I feel
need to be made in their respective sports.

ALEX \ESSELS/photo editor

JMU Coach Mickey Matthews led the
Dukes to an 8-4 record this season.

Matthews
named top
l-AA coach
JMU football coach Mickey Matthews
received the Eddie Robinson Award recognizing him as the Division I-AA Coach of
the Year during a ceremony at Mickey
Mantle's restaurant in New York City on
Monday.
Matthews led the Dukes to an 8-4 record
this season. JMU won the Atlantic 10 conference championship for this first time and
also made its first post season appearance
since 1995 this year.
JMU finished with a 3-8 record a year
ago under Coach Alex Wood.
Sophomore running back Adrian Peterson of Georgia Southern won the Walter
Payton Award as the most outstanding
player at the Division l-AA level at the same
ceremony.
Peterson led all Division I-AA players
with 29 touchdowns and was second in
rushing with 1,807 yards. Last Saturday the
fullback ran for 333 yards and five touchdowns in the Eagles playoff victory over
defending national champion Massachusetts.
Hofstra quarterback Giovanni Carmazzi
was second in the Payton Award voting.
Carmazzi threw for 3,200 yards and 25
touchdowns for the Flying Dutchmen.
Sacremento State running back Charles
Roberts, Montana quarterback Drew Miller
and Portland State quarterback Jimmy Blanchard rounded out the top five in the votingTroy State nose tackle Al Lucas won the
Buck Buchanan Award as the best defensive player in I-AA. The 6-foot-2,290-pound
senior had 126 tackles for the Trojans this
season.
' k * * '—Staff Reports

Major League Baseball (MLB)
1. Due to expansion, the league has
experienced a "watering down" of
talent. To solve the problem MLB
needs to throw the Royals, Twins,
Devil Rays, Brewers, Expos and
Marlins out of the league, turn them into
minor league organizations and divvy
their players out to the remaining 22
teams. I apologize to their fans, but baseball is going in a different direction than
these six teams. It's time you face reality
and buy a Yankees hat
2. Impose the UREC Softball Home Run
Rule on MLB. Five home runs per game,
any home run after that counts as an out.
Sure, offenses will suffer, but at least Jay
Bell won't hit 40 home runs next season.
National Football League (NFL)
1. Over the last several years, many NFL
players have been suspended for violating
the league's drug policy. The problem has
a simple solution. Show each NFL rookie a
videotape of Lawrence Taylor's last interview, and state bluntly, 'This is your brain
on drugs." If that doesn't scare them away
from crack...

2. Allow referees to voice their opinions
and life problems over the PA speakers. I
know it won't speed the game up any, but
just once I want to hear one of them turn
on their microphone and say "Personal
Foul — number 55, you fat moron. You
know, while I have the mike, I just had
something to get off my chest to the 57,000
people sitting here today. It's just lately, I
feel like ... I don't know ... like a woman
trapped inside a man's body. That's all I
have to say. Giants' ball — first down."

Guest Columnist
— Matt Ingenito
National Basketball Association (NBA)
1. Have Magic Johnson and Michael Jordan replace Pat Riley and Phil Jackson as
the league's most respected personalities. I
just think that people want to see the two
men who actually won all those championships, not the two who were lucky
enough to have courtside seats when they
did it.
2. Keep a running tally on how many
times each NBA player refers to himself in
the third person. The eight teams from
each conference with the lowest total
amount advance to the playoffs. In their
run for the championship, no team will
actually play basketball. Instead they will
be given a series of postgame interviews.
Points will be scored for correct use of language, comparisons between their game
and a personality from American History,
and their ability to effectively figure out
their shot percentage given the number of

field goals made and attempted. It may
not be exciting, but I bet they'd stay in college longer.
National Hockey League
1. Force Wayne Gretzky to play one
game for each team every year. This way
everyone' gets to see the "Great One"
play. Plus, the way the NHL expands,
Gretzky will be playing a full 82 game
season again by 2002.
2. Stop importing all the stars. Americans
don't know what makes a good hockey
player anyway. We just want to be
able to pronounce his last name when
we threaten him and his family after
he fans on a shot with the goalie's
stick side wide open.
Major League Soccer (MLS)
1. Have Brandi Chastain play in every
televised game and take off a new article
of clothing after each goal scored. If fan
base grows, empty the net — more goals
equals more Brandi.
2. If change #1 does not work out —
change the rules so that 11 guys line up on
each side of the ball and vigorously
attempt to move their team down the field
and into the end zone. Hands may be
used to throw, catch and carry oblongshaped balls for touchdowns.
NASCAR
1. No more tracks. Hold races on major
highways. Let's be honest, how hard is it
to go 275 mph in a circle when the guy in
front of you is going 280? I want to see
these guys try to break 200 while Grandpa
Joe is doin' 45 in front of them and beside
a truck on Interstate 81.
2. Two words - Bumper Cars.

Bowling over the competition
In nearly 10 days college football will
begin crowning their prized teams, declaring champions and the world will see who
is the best college football team. Okay, so
maybe I was a little dramatic, maybe "the
real bowl games" do not start till the end
of the month. But that still gives you no
right to down the ever so exciting Las
Vegas Bowl. Anyway, without further
ado, my College Bowl predictions.
Does Virginia Tech deserve to be in the
most important bowl game, the Nokia
Sugar Bowl? After weeks of trying to
sneak Tennessee and Nebraska past the
Hokies in the rankings, the Bowl Coalition, finally conceded that Tech was to be
crowned the No. 2 ranking and face Florida State. I say great. They were
undefeated, and they did destroy
Syracuse and convincingly beat
Miami. Do I think that Tech has a
chance? Absolutely not. Michael
Vick is a good quarterback, but he
is a young quarterback, and I don't
think he will be ready for a game as
big as this. Although Corey Moore on
defense is naughty, I think that the Florida
State offense is just too powerful. Look for
Chris Weinke to be composed and play
with CoWffdehce after their victory down

in the swamp. After getting passed over
for the Heisman, coupled with a dismal
performance in last year's bowl game,
Peter Warrick has something to prove.
Weinke will go to him early and often as
Warrick will finally prove he is the best
receiver in college football.
On to the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl. Nebraska, capable of running two different plays,
(option to the right and option to the left)
will prove to be a better team, and a much
more boring team in defeating Tennessee.
Unless Tennessee manages to stop the
option and get Nebraska's quarterback
Eric Crouch to throw, Nebraska will win.
On to what I think will be the best
bowl game played out of the whole lot of

Guest Columnist
— Brian Snyder

them, the FedEx Orange Bowl between
Michigan and Alabama. Alabama will
beat a red hot Michigan team. Michigan
does look good coming off a four-game
win streak, but I do not think that quarter-

back Tom Brady is good enough to lead
the Wolverines to a victory.
The last of the four major bowls will be
the Rose Bowl where Wisconsin will play
Stanford. Ron Dayne will likely rush for
about 250 yard, three touchdowns, go
home and kiss his Heisman trophy and
wait to be drafted.
Oh, but the excitement doesn't stop
there. We have the CompUsa Florida Citrus Bowl between Michigan State and
Florida. Steve Spurner and his fun and
gun, rotating quarterback, triple lindy
offense will beat the Spartans. Another
popular game will be the Toyota Gator
Bowl between Miami and Georgia Tech.
Heisman hopeful Joe Hamilton will step
up his play and end his amazing season with a win over Miami.
I have Purdue led by Drew Brees
taking out a struggling Georgia team
in the Outback Bowl. This Purdue
team, always overshadowed by Penn
State, Michigan, Michigan State and
even Wisconsin will finally start gaining respect with a win in the bowl game,
and can look forward to a successful season next year. Finally, the Southwestern
Bell Cotton Bowl between Texas and
Arkansas. I have nobody cares by seven.

•-
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WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK, ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAM HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties \~A
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink Yff
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. HOTOHCYCU SJFFIY PHMMNW

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.
Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday products are being made from materials
you've recycled. But to keep recycling working for the future, you need to look
for tkese products and buy tkem. For a free brochure, call 1-800-CALL-EDF.
ENVIRONMENTAL I
"H8C

Whafa
he high on

now? -^

CA$H FOR
TEXTBOOKS
NOW!

Support
LESS CRIME IS
NO OCCIDENT
It takes you — and programs that work!
Call 1 SOOttfc PREVENT.
and we'll sei
'oe booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids
away (rom crime and crime l
from kids.

This sticker guarantees
you 50% cash back!

PREVENT

guaranteed

■Ad
1

U

T

B

A

C

ThS Book 6 Wtirtft

^Breeze

AND

K

*

of the Pu&tase Price at
Boyteck.Guaratrtzedf

•Get up to 10% more for your books with Bonus Bucks!
• Additional Buyback Location:
Showker Hall
Mon - Fri., Dec. 13-17

9:00 am • 4:00 pm

KraciMnc the James Madbon UnWrnMy
community for over 75 years.

JMU
BOOKSTORE

an ^partner of %follett.COm m
NEW 4 USEO COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
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THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:

(540)434-6691

TEXTBOOKS ONLINE. SAVE UP TO 40%.

FREE SHIPPING!
DO

&
• ImMad Urn* otter on ordora ew Of.

OltttWQVYORDS.Ine

Today thru December 12
Open Only during Scheduled Dates from 9AM-7PM Daily

Abracadabra!
CffUlTlMATtMAGKK^

National Geographic

Close-Up: USA
Boxed set of 15 regional
maps of the United States

Only
$10.00
Green Valley

The Ultimate
Magic Kit
(booklet & 15 tricks)

'O Only $5.00

Large Selection of
Best Selling Authors

Children's Books

Cooking
Business
Reference
Travel
Religion
Computer Books
Literature
History
Self-Help
...and more
(Quantities limited;
arrive early for best selection.)
Located between Harrrsonburg &
Stounton. Take 1-81 to exit 240;
turn east on Rd. 682 & watch for
the signs. Call for free brochure.

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

2 1 92 Green Valley Ln. , M t. Crawford,VA 2284 1 (540)434-0309

■ szmr^*mmmmmBmmmmmmmmmg&
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EVERYONE
HAS AN OPINION

Show 'em_you care

Confucius says

^CC

What's YOURS?
Wise businessman
advertises with
The Breeze

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CAN BE
DROPPED OFF AT THE BREEZE
: ■ : ;

\llthOll\

SEND A PAT

Call 568-6127 today!

JAMES MADISON

Depression.
A flaw in chemistry,
not character.

I N

For more Information call 1-800-7I7-311I.

NATIONAL ALLIANCE F0« RESEARCH
ON SCHIZOPHRENIA AND DEPRESSION
„

MARTIN IQVE

ABri
reeze

Rracliine tilt

JMIWS Matllaon IMtmity '
community for o»er 75 years.

If you're really concerned
about your health, give your safety
belt a workout. It's the best
exercise we know-to keep you
and your medical costsfrom going through the roof.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROH A DUMMY.
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY KIT.
U S DM—<

rf

TIWWROTHIW'

fiBfeeze

" Hc»rhin«lli«J«nie.MadivHil rtvcnil)
iiiminilinll for ovir 75 fttn.

Spend the spring semester with the James Madison
University Martinique Program.
Be completely immersed In the French language and
Caribbean culture through study at the Univcrsitc des
Antilles et dc la Guyane and stay with a Martinican family.
Contact Dr. Christianc Szcps-Fralin: szcpsfca@imu.edu
or visit our website:
www.imu.edu/international/5tudyabroad/martinique
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Playing for a cause

CLUB SPORTS
WRAP UP

Flag football team to play for title
1NGELAHAIN
\staff writer
The "God Squad" flag football team is preparing to go to
the national flag football
championships
in New
Orleans, Dec. 26-29.
The team will be one of the
few teams from JMU to attend
the national event at the University of New Orleans.
"Going to nationals would be
a ton of fun and we would like to
see how some of the other teams
play across the country," team
captain Jon Jordan said.
The team was 9-1 during the
regular season, and went undefeated in the Championships to
claim the All-University title.
Sophomore Jake Edwards,
first year member of the "God
Squad", said that it did not surprise him that his team won the
championship.
"I couldn't believe that we
did it, but it did not surprise
me," Edwards said. "We did not
have trouble playing up to other
teams' levels and we did not
really have any weak spots on
the field. All of our positions
were covered by someone who

was good at their position."
Jordan said he was pleased
their team won for several
reasons.
"I was really excited because
we had a lot of seniors on our
team and this was their last
chance to win the title, and 1 was
excited to win because of what
our team is all about," Jordan
said. "We are a Christian group
of men who are playing for a different purpose than the other
teams, and God has been blessing us. We want other people to
realize that Christians can play
sports and are not just dorks."
After winning the All-University Championship, the God
Squad attended the regional flag
football championships at the
University of Maryland on Nov.
19-20, all expenses paid by
UREC
Golson said that any team
could attend regionals; however,
UREC only sponsors the All University Champion team.
Although the team did not
come away with a regional title,
Jordan said they were pleased
with their efforts at the regional
event. The team plans to pay the
fee and enter the national cham-

Last Week
pionships the end of this month.
"Everyone felt good about
regionals," Jordan said. "We had
not gotten any sleep before the
second game so it was not like
we lost knowing that we
deserved to lose. We feel we
could have done much better if
we were rested."
Golson attended his first
regional championship event last
month as well with the God
Squad team.
"Overall, I felt the team
played well considering that this
was their first time at one of
these events," Golson said.
"Attending the event made
me thankful for the JMU intramural program but also gave me
something to look at to improve
in our program," Golson said.
"Intramural football is a lot of
fun to play but is not worth getting upset about. Win or lose, all
efforts should be given up to
God in thanks and praise," Jordan said
"Our general athleticism and
ability to have fun has made us
successful," senior Dave Walker
said. "Plus, we weren't out there
just for ourselves; we were out
there to give God glory."

Bowling

Nov. 16, 1999
High Male Scratch Score - Steve
Kramer - 239, Steve Hahn - 226,
Hayden Barnard - 224
High Female Scratch Score - Kim
Payne - 187, Julie Nothnagel - 176,
Laura Walsh -157
Nov. 30, 1999
High Male Scratch Game - Steve
Kramer - 244, Ben Maturo - 205,
Corey Fields/Kevin McElroy - 197
High Female Scratch Game - Karen
Castka - 183, Kim Payne - 172,
Laura Walsh-140
Equestrian
JMU placed fifth out of nine
teams at Randolph Macon
Women's College Nov. 4. Jennifer
Milligan received a first place in
Advanced Walk-Trot-Canter class.
Roller Hockey
Roller hockey played a tournament in Fredericksburg this past
weekend. JMU lost to Rochester
Institute of Technology 9-5, defeated Vermont 14-6, beat Virginia
Tech 4-3, and defeated Penn State
University-Altoona 4-2. Their

record is now 10-4-2. The "B"
team went 2-2 in Canton, Ohio,
defeating the University of Pittsburgh and Southampton College.
Goalie Mike Gottschalle stopped
a penalty shot in the list five seconds to secure the win. The club's
record is4-7-1.
Men's Soccer

Went to Nationals in Georgia
and defeated Oregon in the Quaterfinals 2-0, defeated UVa. in the
Semifinals 4-0, and defeated Florida State in the finals 2-0. This was
the first National Soccer Title for
JMU.
Four JMU men made the alltournament team: Christian Lefreniere, Grieg Warwick, Cameron
Stoddart and Sean Mann ion.
Women's Soccer
Went to Nationals in Georgia
and were defeated by Ohio State in
the Quarterfinals 1-0. Erin Gillman
made the all-tournament team. This
year the club finished first in their
region for the fourth straight year.
Women's Water Polo
Defeated UVa. 12-2 and defeated Virginia Tech 11-0. Finished
this semester 3-2.

^Signing a Lease?
Sign up with NTC at the same time
• Discounts on rates for the 2000 school year
• Long distance savings
• Reduced installation charges

If you plan to live off campus in:
Olde Mill Village
South View

The Commons
Pheasant Run
Stone Gate

Fox Hill
Sun Chase

NTC will provide all the services you need.
JMU Network
Internet
Ethernet Connection to
each room
Execumail E-mail

Private Lines
Free Voice Mail
Free Call Waiting
lie per minute
Long Distance

564-2502 or 888-201-8420
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50+ Channels
The Most Channels
in The Valley! Including:
E: Entertainment, Three
HBO's, Comedy Central

www.ntc-cotn.cqpi
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THE "BREEZE is LOOKING
FOR A NEW EDiTOR

ds manager wanted..

THE TOUGHEST JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE."

Contact Courtney @ x 6127
for more detail

(MAYBE)
A non-violent personality is a plus but not a requirement.
for a detailed job
description
contact Courtney

Required reading
for anyone who
knows a kid.
I thcrc'i i ihilil

>OII

CM aliout, amuhcrc in yemr life.

then vim slmiild urc ahum
HI

.i bee inBikk-i

Live and Learn in London!
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public
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Breeze

K< .>• in it;' llit
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iMiiinii) for over 75 yean.
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It's almost that time
ofyear again...
The Breeze
will be looking
for a new
editor.

Now accepting applications for
Summer '00, Fall '00, and Spring '01

for a detailed job
description
contact Courtney
\i'127

Choose from the following courses:
ARTH416
HIST 392L
ILS 290L
MUS 200L
THEA 449/ENG 232
/// addition to:
Summer '00 FMIR: Joan Frederick,
ENG302L "London in Literature"
Fall '00 FMIR: Craig Shealy, PSYC300 "The
Psychology of British Life & Culture"

send a

DART
or a

VAT

For more information, contact the Office of International Programs, 568-6419,
international@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/international

^Breeze

Apply Now!

Kr^clilncUH-Jann^Madivnil nmrsm
community fi»ro»er75>e»r*.
I
■
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Depression is a serious threat
to anyone that has a brain,
bTt^ll^TZ °! br*activ"ythat "n **• anyone. It can make life unbearable,
0w TRCATeD
but ,t ,s also readily. med,cally treatable. And that's something you should always keep in mind. ' r)BPRE SS/O
Public Sewce message from SAWE (Suicide AwarenessWoices ot Education)

http://www.save.org

it Breeze

Krarhing «* J«m« Madison llnlvtraHv community for o«er 75 ye»r«.

JMU Semester in

Confucius says

Wise businessman
advertises with
The Breeze
Call 568-6127 today!

DD

Barbara Walters • •.
• • .Tom Brolcaw
Katie Couric • • •
Your Name Could Be
A
Next...

.o

IMS! g®®® aoaadQ SjpE&ogj §®®a§

Get YOUR
start
by writing for

THE BREEZE
Study art, music, and French in Paris!
Call x6127

^s

A
For more information, contact the Office of International Programs,
/^S 568-6419, international@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/international

^Breeze

Readiinc ihe June. Madison Untfrraity '
community for over 75 yean.
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CONVENIENT TO JMU
(Just off University Blvd)

Careers

' CHANGE AND THIS AD!

Precision

We have some fantastic career opportunities in Washington, DC
and the nearby Virginia suburbs, with Fortune 500 firms,
Government Contractors, National Associations, Law Firms and
others. Both our permanent placement group and our temp
division have immediate openings for Administrative Assistants,
Marketing Specialists, Customer Service Experts, Data Entry Pros,
Human Resource Assistants, Receptionists, and Office Assistants.
Also available are lots of other Perm, Temp, and Temp to Hire
jobs, too. Let us help you get a foot in the door at your favorite
firm. Earn from $25,000 to $35,000 when you get hired
permanently, or $9.00 to $13.00 hourly as a temp! Please call us
immediately for a job interview at your favorite choice of firms:

Lube

Express
Experience the Spot Free difference!

V
/
/
/
/
/

Touch Free Automatic
4 Self Service Bays
Spot Free Rinse
Vacuums
Fragrance machine
Shampoo machine

No hassle, drive through oil change!

/
/
/
/
/
/

5 % student discounts (w/ID)
10 minute oil change
Drive through
No hassle
No appointment needed
All major credit cards

Now Offering:
MIRACLE WASH CARD

703-914-9100

WE FEATURE

tttaft*
'1 CMC* <* top Mpclwrtr.

East MM St. (RI33)

GASKINS I

search
group

Valley

Mall

The Permanent Placement Experts

•
/
/
•

'» mr-mm mmm

We place people first

Frequent wash card
Sign up FREE
First wash is FREE
Provides FREE washes
to our loyal customers

t
N

Evelyn Byrd Avo

&
D«ytn» Ave

Reservoir St.

Northern Virginia's premier permanent and temporary placement agencies

1924 Deyerle Avenue

7700 Little River Turnpike, Suite 300, Annandale, VA 22003

564-2625

® TOYOTA

T0Y0TA-1O1
MORE VALUE/LE55 MONEY
INTRODUCING ™ALL NEW

TOYOTA ECHO

Starting under *10,000 — About $12,000 well equipped.
THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks on the outside, great room on the inside.
Cruise the highway at 40 MPG*...very thrifty. Power? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech
16 valve DOCH engine with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 103 horeepower
any time you want it. And best of all, Echo starts at just $9,995+.
New (iFinance Plan) thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited
credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Cellca. See dealer for details.
r

<3£> TOYOTA real values, every doy. -j

wWW.gettOyOta.COm

"EPA estimated 32/39 City/llwv automatic, 34/41 City/llwy manual. Bast MSRP excluding transportation, tax, tags and regionally required equipment
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Guest
Predictor

PICKS
Ol

WEEK

Jason Mclntyre
asst. sports editor
80-52
5-6
.606

Marcia Apperson
copy editor
78-54
6-5
.590

Mike Gesario
sports editor
76-56
5-6
.575

Courtney Crowley
editor
75-57
7-4
.568

Seth Burton
POTW legend
76-56
7-4
.575

Oakland at Tennessee
Cleveland at Cincinnati
New England at Indianapolis
Arizona at Washington
Miami at N.Y. Jets

Tennessee
Cincinnati
Indianapolis
Washington
Miami

Tennessee
Cleveland
Indianapolis
Washington
Miami

Oakland
Cincinnati
Indianapolis
Washington
Miami

Tennessee
Cleveland
Indianapolis
Washington
N.Y. Jets

Tennessee
Cleveland
New England
Washington
Miami

Denver at Jacksonville

Jacksonville

Jacksonville

Jacksonville

Denver

Jacksonville I

Jackson State at Southern
Florida A&M at Youngstown State
Illinois State at Georgia Southern
Carson-Newman vs. NW Missouri St.
Mount Union at Rowan

Southern
Youngstown St.
Ga. Southern
Carson - N
Mount Union

Southern
Florida A&M
Ga. Southern
NW Missouri St.
Mount Union

Southern
Youngstown St.
Ga. Southern
NW Missouri St
Rowan

Southern
Youngstown St.
Ga. Southern
Carson - N
Mount Union

Southern
Youngstown St.
Ga Southern
NW Missouri St.
Rowan

Week #13
Season total
Last week
Winning percentage..

U-

z

F|

any more. Now he sits on the porch of his Point Pleasant, N.J., home singing Sinatra
tunes, gawking at the pretty girls walking by and watching the waves roll in.
Courtney led a hectic life at first — moving up in the newspaper world to eventually become Executive Editor of the Washington Post. Her life settled down after a few
years though, as she reluctantly accepted the duties of First Lady when husband J.C.
Watts was elected president. A book is forthcoming.
After successful careers as a towel boy for the Boston Celtics and as a professional
wrestler, former Breeze sports editor Seth Burton returned to his native Virginia to find
love and seek his fortune. He's still looking for one of them. Their POTW careers are
coming to an end, but their dreams lie ahead and their legacies will forever live on.

Let's take a trip into the future and see what lies ahead for our four seniors...
J. Mac and his supermodel wife live in Southampton, N.Y. He writes for Sports Illustrated because he needs something besides sitting in the Jacuzzi to pass the time. Above
the fireplace in his 17-bedroom waterfront home rest his favorite possessions — his
autographed picture from the cast of 90210 and his two POTW trophies.
Marshay lives on her daddy's farm and owns Ma & Pa's Diner on Highway 60. She
is talking about going to law school. She built a guest house on the farm so a young
man from Jersey can visit when her architect husband goes away on business trips.
Mike G. retired from his job at the New York Daily News at an early age — he said
his knees simply couldn't take the walk from the car to the Yankee Stadium entrance

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING F0RTHE MONEY!
heck Us Out!!

SOUtH AVENUE

UNIVERSITY

• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwavp
1 VIIVsl \J V¥C4 VS^

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

• Washer & Dryer

service)

• Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates

• Individual Leases

PI V< 1
rimx

1
PORT ROAD

• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units

Public transit at

entrance to help you

• Ample Parking
get to campus.
MADISON DRIVE

JMt

f 1NIVERSITV
The Place lo Be!
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Shotsie s
Gifts-Home Decor

Christmas
Visit The Valley's Largest and Most Unique
Place where you'll find it all:
Candles.Cats Meow« Boyds Bears
Table Lamps-Folk Art* Crafts
Greeting Cards-Stationery
Fine Jewelry-Snowmen
Flags • Dept 56 Villages
and
so
much
more!!
4090 Evelyn Byrd Dr
Harrisonburg, VA
433-9627

Mon -Sat 10am
Sun 1pm -6pm

9pm

At these prices, it's too bad
we don't sell cars.
Maybe one day we will sell cars, food ond everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every day. You can save up to 40%, and you'll get your books i
1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit card. VarsityBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.

(5 Varsity Books

:om

■

LIFESTYLES

The Breeze
Court
Square I
neatei

Fri. Dec. 10 at 9:00 p.m.

Call for
Information

433-9189

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
_j- Today is a 7 — It's what
, ** » you do rather than what
lWF you know that will get
" " you the bonus points
now. Who you know could be
helpful, too. Don't spend all day
figuring it out. Move quickly.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^, , Today is a 7 — Your
sJj^B^u'xperk'iKt' is useful to
ijw another person and vice
* versa. The two of you
swap stories, and you both learn
something. If you've been
wheeling and dealing lately,
have that be your topic.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 — If you're
stuck, maybe it's
because you're studying
the wrong thing. You're
not going to find this answer in
the books. You'd be better off to
listen to the advice of an older
person who's been there.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 — If you
feel a little under the
'weather, don't-despair.
Ask a partner to take
over for a while, instead. You've
had a lot to deal with lately, so
accept the support that's offered.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 — The job's
£$. ) not easy, and it may feel
^ like you're not getting
paid what you're worth.
Be patient. Your financial
rewards may come later, but
you're making a priceless
impression now.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept.
•|g 22) Today is an 8 —
-/wQL You've still got a lot of
M^ hassles, but they don't
^^^- seem as awful as they
did. That's partly because the
worst is over and partly because
of your good attitude. You're
relaxing!

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 5 — Changes
at home may be a tad
i stressful, but don't
despair. Don't talk about
them yet, either. You can let a
good friend in on what's
happening, but let the press
speculate a while longer.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 — You're
learning quickly now, so
study something that
will make you rich. Why
not? Somebody's got to do it.
Start by improving your skills.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — Today is a 7 —
%^. You're growing by
fwtk, leaps and bounds, and
U37 that's just the beginning. As you outgrow your old
box, you could qualify for more
income. Keep studying and
working toward your dreams.
They're manifesting!
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 — Things
-4j»r aren't the way you
-^^ thought they were.
^O Sometimes that's a
relief, and sometimes it's an
upset. It's a natural part of the
process, however. It means
you're getting smarter.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 — You and
your friends are playing
out on the skinny branches. Some of your ideas
will be magnificent, and
some will fall flat. Don't jump off
without a parachute that you
know will open!
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 — You
.A^ could be trying to do
*%3 something that feels
y
f^ unfamiliar. Luckily,
you're good at pretending that
you know what you're doing.
You may find other people who
are in the same situation.
— Tribune Media Services

TODD SCHLABACH

Dodger
I Coffeehouse

No Cover

No Cover

432-1179

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday - Wealth and security could be yours, and
education's the key. Study your options in December. An older
coworker steers you toward profits in December. Tackle a tough
subject with enthusiasm in February. Love's more interesting than
money in April. Settle into an old routine in May. Far horizons
beckon in August, and lovers' secrets stir you up in November. Make
a choice then and ease your mind.
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Fri. Dec. 10 at 9:00 p.m.

LIVE MUSIC
434-8777
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Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
ACROSS
1 Yet to be paid
6 Municipal
vehicle
9 Rho-tau
separator
14 Gymnast
Comaneci
15 Exactly suitable
16 Was mistaken
17 Put into office
18 London W.C.
19 Cacophony
20 Quench
21 Amazon
predators
23 Vivacity
25 Old salt
26 Fuse together
30 Enlarged (a
hole)
35 Paddle
36 Highlanders
38 Marshy lowland
39 Pot meal
41 Ticket figure
43 Butcher's cut
44 Choir voice
46 Duchess of York
48 Director Howard
49 21A, e.g.
51 College
organization
53
-tac-toe
55 Do-others
separator
56 Full of doubts
61 Rustler's last
rope
65 Grab
66 Soft, wet ground
67 Knockout gas
68 Beyond
requirements
69 Lunched
70 Taking to court
71 Stand one in
good
72 Young boy
73 Leopard feature
1
2
3
4
5

•

2

3

1
5

14
17
20

71

.

44

45

■

66
71

I■

57

58

54

31

3?

33

34

63

M

30
J

V" 38

"

■
*

mL
m

.

52

U

GO

59

13

25

«
5C

49

1?

22

3/

1

11

19

■ 36

39

65

21

10

16

1R

28

3b

56

■

15

M

23
26

1

1

I

■

1 1"
66
69

1

r
I\°
r

62

6 Some circus
Answers to last Thursday's puzzle:
performers
7 Current
1 F 1 3
T
R L s
1 R A D E|
8 Brown ermine
N C) S E
E E ■- E
O M E L E T
9 Spanish
PAR T 1 E \ L E
R E L 1 S H
gentlemen
E S
I I b 1 N T F\ E A T
P L O
10 Fe
I D •■' || S| L | A i r ■H.L 1 f
11 Crisscross
D A D D Y|| B L f : 3MA < > 1 A
framework
■ R || 1 \ E C TORS
12 Arizona city
P A R T 1 E sjl 3 A L i r i E S
13 Citrus drinks
22 Train unit
|
||R E
0 P E R A N T
24 PDQ
Ep
\ R S
E T
DE L
||
26 Expenses
/ E T
M
J
RlSjl^
1
0
27 Like Cheerios
R O G E R M O O R E||C ( 3 M A
28 Field of action
||s L O \ V E R
C H A N N 1 N
29 Inventor Howe
E
T A L -. N T
M
T T
L 1
31 Pointed tool
32 Polynesian New P O E S
l«T s||s W A 3 D S
Zealander
example
33 "Daniel
47 Relative warmtn
DOWN
59
Stone or Pound
Deronda" author 50 Brood
Washington bills 34 Pitcher McLain
60
Infinitesimal
52 Weed out
amount
Room maker
37 Rounded up
54 Secret plotters
Novel thought
62 Buckeye State
40 Chinese pan
56 Functions
Metallic element 42 Merit
63 Dispatched
57 On deck
Type of table.
64 Units of work
45 Used tire
58 Quote as an

l

1

1

■II'

1

I

Good luck on exams. Have a great break!
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LIFESTYLES

Grab-N-Go
SCHMUFFINZ
6 a.m. - 9 a.m.
Every Morning

.YDIVE
ORANGE,
Holiday Gift Certificates!! 5
l-800-SKYDIVE

^

One day STATIC LINE,
^tNi-Oft.
TANDEM, OR AFF first JS^
^£>
JMU student discounts
^
jumps, and a staff
W
^\\
dedicated to keeping you I
jfc/" + "cfe Complete information is on
and your fellow JMU ^^g^^jf http://www.skydiveorangc.com
students skydiving in a 9^ rV.
^v

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

1 (800) SKYDIVE

Making it easier everyday!

I (800) 759-3483 or (540) 942-3871

environment.

JL

?»*).&*&* ^^^m^<*^^^m^

SPRING BREAK ©N US!
On-campus contact:
Chad Hensley
1-800-648-4849 @ 540437-4011
STIDENT
TRAVEL
SERVICES

Reserve your space at Olde Mill Village and
get a 3 day, 2 night vacation package on us!
Choose from 21 resort locations.

www.ststrovel.com

ROLLER
OR
STORm

Restrictions apply. Transportation not included.
See the manager for more details.
Limited time offer.

TUESDAY
7:00-9:30PM '

Christian Music

WEDNESDAY
• 7:00-9:30PM

Bargain Night

•FRIDAY
7:30-11:00PM

Public Skate
SATURDAY
7:30-11:30PM

Public Skate

SHATETOLUn
433-1834

We have amenities galore:
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus. *
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
* access provided by NTC

%

(540)432-9502

PINDir 0
CONSTAIU

Oldc Mill Village
11 South Avenue, Suite A
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
AN

EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

aa

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

Check us out on our website • www.oldemillvillage.com
■
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CLASSIFIEDS
J-M Apartments
434-1847

Funkhouser ft Associates
Property Management. Inc.
715 Port Republic Road
www.qgcwnpushousing.com

(9 a.m. - S p.m.)

1 BR apt. $305/mo.

NOW LEASING
FOR 2000-2001

2 BR apt. $400/mo.
or $200/person

Mountain View Heights
Hunters Ridge Condos

3 BR apt $480/mo.
or $160/person

Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Duke Gardens

2000-2001

Madison Manor

4 BR apt $680/mo.
or $170/person
All apis, near Cantrell Bridge
One o( the closest complexes to JMU!
Owner/Manager
Th« good apartments (o first,
so come by and see us!
3, 4, or 5 BR Units Available Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 540433-9576.

Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Madison Square
University Place
Foxhlll Townhouse
Country Club Court

Gingerbread House
Various Houses
El 10

Etzabeth Street - Several very nice 5
bedroom houses. 568-3068.

434-5150

Too Many Roommate*? Try a 2
Bedroom. www.casrJeprDpeny.com.

Two Rooms Available - for Spring
2000 in Foxhill. Rent negotiable.
Call 437-2824.

OH South M0i Street - Extraordinary
5 bedroom house. 568-3068.
Forest Hills - Guy needed for
Spring sublease of fully furnished
townhouse, $270/mo. (includes
everythir*). Call Keith, 801*045.
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse - Room
available Spring 2000. $260/mo.
Cal Cameron. 564-1712.
Sprint Sublease - One block from
campus at corner of Main and E
Gratten Streets. 2BR available. Rent
both or just one. $200 each. For
more info cal Cary, 8014288.

Student Rentals
2000 - 2001

Hunter's Ridge - furnished 2
bedroom unit with kitchen.
$260/bedroom. 540*85-8532.
Sublease at The Commons January - Jury, 3rd floor, $255/mo.
Robb, 574-4744.
Want a Mce 2 Bedroom Apartment?
Try www.castlepropeny.com.
Lame 3 BR Townhouse - University
Court. Walk to classes. Furnished,
deck, $780. Fall. 432*993.
4 - S BR Houses - with W/D. close
to campus, groups only. May to
May leases. $240 - $250 per
person. Quiet neighborhood. Not
party houses. Parents must co-sign
lease. Call 432-1589 after 5 p.m.

FOREST HILLS
MASON STREET
COLLEGE STATION
HUNTER'S RIDGE
(loft apartment)
HUNTER'S RIDGE
(townhouse)

Houses, Duplexes, Townhouse*
1, 2, 3, 4 Bedroom Apartments
University Place
Many More!

We are your
answer to housing!
Kline Realty
Property Management
Call Anytime
438-8800

Foxhill Townhouse Sublease Room available Spring 2000.
Furnished, free Internet, basement,
Playstation, Ninetendo 64, awesome
stereo, grill. 1/2 mile from
campus, bus route. 437-2827.
Room for Rent - in spacious 2
bedroom house. Walking distance to
campus. Great roommate. Jan •
June. Tony, 5740246.
August 2000 - University Piece - 3
bedroom, 2 baths. Furnished,
$690/mo. 432-6993.
One Lease Available Immediately
July. Fully furnished. 2 bedroom
apartment. $275/mo. negotiable.
Contact David, 438-8157.
Spring Sublease - Ashby room.
Rent cheap and negotiable. Jody.
437-5060.

w

2 Rooms Available - for Spring
2000. Nice townhouse. $233/mo.
and $175/mo. If 2 people move
in. Call 280-4933.

$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 1-202 452-5901.

Forest HIM Townhouse - 839
Village Lane. 5 bedrooms, 2 1/2
baths. Individual lease, deposit
required. Call Jean, 433-8579.

Need A Professional Job On
Campus • for next semester? Get
marketing and PR experience with
the Madison Connection. Beat the
competition and apply on-line now.
www.jmu.edu/madisonconnection

Spring Sublet Available - The
Commons. Clean, cheap, $240/mo.
Call Bryan. 437-3819.
One Room In 2 BR Apartment - 2
blocks from campus. $235/mo.
574-4888.
Spring Semester Sublease Hunter's Ridge apartments, great
roommates, free Ethernet and first
month's rent! Call Mark, 801-0872.
Room for Rent - Jan. July Private
room in nice townhouse with 2
female roommates, $240/mo. Call
Sara. 433-2269 or 804-740-2794.

FOR SALE
Nativities From Clay. Wood,
Stone, and Paperl Gift & Thrift,
227 N. Main.
Electric Guitar Washoum N2 Series

excellent condition, $450. Call
Greg 4354734.
Suzuki OR 350 - Street legal dirt
bike, like new, $2,000. 433-3153.
Check Us Out - on the Web!
www.precislonautosales.com.
1988 Saeb 900 S - Excellent
condition, runs great. $5,500.
4382259.
Fender Stratocaster $225, brand
new. 12 String Acoustic - $215.
Call Amir, 438*722.
1998 VW Cabrlo - Like new.
13,000 mi., garage kept. $20,000,
new; must sell $16,000. 433-3153.
Snow Clothes - Burton green pullover jacket "S" men's. 'XS' kaki
colored men's Convert pants, perfect
for girls. Technical attributes, mint
condition, great gift. Price debatatable.
E-mail zuckersa@imu.edu.

HELP WANTED
WB Pay Cash- for used or damaged
electronics. VCRs, TVs. home
and car stereo, PlayStations, etc.
Call Mike's Electronics. 434*800.
Student Assistant Manager needed to help with the JMU
Men's Swimming and Diving
teams. For more information,
please contact head coach.
Brooks Teal, 5686528 or manager.
Elizabeth Coker, 5684508.

Get Published! Get Paldl
Mamcampus.com seeks students
for stories ranging from politics/sex/
culture, etc. $25 per story! E-mail us
at eam@ma/ncampus.com.

ADVERTISE YOUR
WEB PAGE HERE!
Come by The Breeze
office to place your
Web Link Ad!
Check The Breeze Out On-line!
Search through The Breeze
archives! http://breeze.jmu.edu.

Guitar Lessons - Beginner to
intermediate. Theory and technique.
$10/hr. Greg, 435-4734.

Earn Up to $500 per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1-504-646-1700.
Dept. VA-4806.

SKYMVE1 1-MO-SKYDIVE! Come
see what hundreds of JMU students
have experienced at Skydive
Orange! One day first jump.
Complete information is on
http://www.skydiveorange.com.

Language Tutor Needed - for 3
year old daughter. Very bright and
eager to learn. Once or twice per
week after Jan. 10. 433-9503 or

246373a
Seeking Careglver - for 2 small
children. Daytime hours. Spring
semester. Experience a must.
568-3357.
Small Start-up Newspaper - seeks
Graphic Artist for layout, ad design,
etc. Flexible hours and Quark
knowledge a plus; 20 hours/month.
Also seeking writers, photographers.
Must stick to deadlines and be
creative. Pay is negotiable. Call
432-6281.

WANTED
Drummer Wanted! Kl:THEORY a
serious rock band. 564*977.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Woman's Black Leether
Jacket - Please call 801 0806.
Reward!

WEB LINKS
Make Money Surfing the Web!
No
hassles!
Start
today!
http://homestead.com/JMUmoney

fl«rMa
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SERVICES

$7 per Hour - Plus $150 per
month housing allowance. Largest
rental service on the Outer Banks
of North Carolina (Nags Head).
Call Dona for application and
housing info. 800662-2122.

Need Extra Cash? Part-time
evenings - Special Promotions
Department
looking
for
dependable, outgoing individuals
to offer new products/services to
existing client customer base.
Training provided. Hourly pay ♦
commission. Call 434-7787 ext.
1204 for phone interview.

CawCUw ""*577
dawa'tca 577
Panamas </s7

1st Massage - Gift certificates $5
off! Close to JMU. 269-4005.

Computer Repair - In home
service. On/off campus. Ethernet
Installation and trouble shooting,
quick response, reasonable rates.
4787242.

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing business
opoortunities & work at-home
opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau Inc..

at 1*00-533 5501.

SPRING BREAK
Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 nights, air, hotel free meals
from $399! 1 of 6 smaH businesses
recognized for outstanding ethics!
springbreaktravel.com
1*00*78*386.
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise 5 days
$279! Includes most meals!
Awesome beaches, nightlife! Panama
City, Daytona, South Beach. Florida
$129! spnngbreaktravel.com
1*00*78*386.

i* ML':i.$f.'

CAMPUS REPS WANTED
APPLY ONLINE I

18002347007
wwvv.pndit^ssumin^rt ours, corn
* 1 Spring Break Operator - Check
our website for the best deals!
www.vagabondtours.com. Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida.
Group organizers earn free trips and
cash...Call today! 1*00-7000790.
Browse tcpt.com for Sprlngbreak
2000 - All destinations offered.
Trip participants, student orgs. and
campus sales reps wanted. Fabulous
parties, hotels, and prices. For
reservations or Rep registration
call Inter-Campus. 1*00-327*013.
Size Does Matter! Biggest break
package. Best price from $29.
www. spnngbreakhQ.com
1800-224-GULF.

PERSONALS
Open Adoption - Childless couple
in Virginia wishes to share love
and happiness with your newborn.
Give your child the gift of loving
parents. Call Marlene and Clayton.
1*88-960-2500.
www.monumental.com/irclay/
Adoption.htm.
Subscriptions to
The Breeze
Are Available!

Act Now!! Call for the Best Spring Break prices! South Padre.
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Acapulco. Florida & Mardi Gras!
Reps needed...travel free, earn $$$.
Discounts for 6*. 1*00*38*203.
www./eisurefours.com
Go Direct! #1 Internet-based
company offering wholesale Spring
Break packages by earrwiabng rrarjrjemen! All destinations! Guaranteed
lowest price! 1-800 367-1252.
www.springbreakdirect.com.

Midioy4 jjte>t« 7"/^

For only $30 for third class mail.
or $75 for first class mail, you
can receive a full year of
The Breeze'.
Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Breeze
Anthony Seeger Hall

MSC 6805
Harrlsonburg, VA 22807

ftteefie.I

Our next issue will be January 13, 2000

i
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BUS SERVICE AVAILABLE AT SOUTH VIEW, THE COMMONS
AND STONE GATE.

Each Furnished Luxury
Apartment Comes With:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service
• RSVP Resident Placement
Program

Stop By "the Commons, South View and Stone (gate (Rentaf
Office, or caff 432-0600, and make a move to Cuxuryl A
/ -

HISTORY

Staff

Dear Readers,
As part of our SMAD 320 Newspaper Production class, we created this supplement to provide students with some insight into rvhat's going on both in the nav
millennium and the celebrations that surround it.
Over the past 15 weeks we have learned alot about ourselves, each other, and
what goes into making a good newspaper. This supplement started out as the brain
child of a class of people who all had different ideas of where this project should go.
After countless revisions and contributions by many, we are pleased to present to you,
the readers, our New Year's supplement.
Many thanks to the SMAD 320 class, our adviser Dr. David Wendelken, and
all those who had a hand in completing this supplement. We hope you are as
proud of it as we are.
And to you, the readers, zve hope you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed
creating it.

Editors:
Steven Glass
Chrystal Jones
Managing Editor:
Amber Cason
Articles Editor:
Andrew Tufts
Photo Editor:
Allyson Hofer
Graphics Editors:
Tameka Casey
Matthew Hahne
Staff Writers:
Amy Bafumo
Colleen Casey
Andrew Harmon
Kathleen Reuschle
Brian Westley
Kris ty Wool! um
Adviser:
Dr. David Wendelien

Steven Glass
Co-Editor

Cover concept by Chrystal Jones,
Design by Dylan Boucherle

What's Inside...
/A look into one
pyschic's predictions
for the 'Burg and a
glimpse at Times
Square's new crystal
ball... page 3
•A guide to the party
around the world that
will be New Year's Eve
2000... page 4
/What are you doing
for New Year's Eve...
pages 6-7
•One student's predictions and one more
satirical view on the
future that doesn't
deal with Y2K
...page 8

Chrystal Jones
Co-Editor

Amber Cason
Managing Editor

More than just the bubbly
A closer look at the history and tradition of New Year's
BY BRIAN WESTLEY
& COLLEEN CASEY
HISTORY

Special thanks to Courtney Crowley,
Dylan Boucherle, Austin Cramer, Ah
Manser of the Breeze and the
Newspaper Production 320 class for
all their help with this production.

Neu; Year's Supplement

New Year's is the oldest
and most widely celebrated
holiday in existence, crossing
the boundaries of religion
and culture. But not all people celebrate this holiday at
the same time or in the same
way.
The origins of New Year's
celebrations date back too far
to be traced, but it is widely
believed that the Chinese
were one of the first groups
to mark the new year, celebrating it as a spring festival,
signaling a rebirth.
One of the earliest records
of New Year celebrations
dates back to the Sumerians
and the year 3000 B.C. The
Sumerians, located in what is
today the nation of Iraq, recognized the New Year at the
time of the spring equinox.
After the decline of the
Sumerians in the Middle East
region, the ancient
Babylonians emerged and
began to observe the
New Year around
2000 B.C. They
held their festivities on March 23
with spring signaling a new
beginning, as
crops were planted
and vegetation
began to grow. The
celebration lasted
for eleven days, with
each day having and
individual celebration. Today, many
parts of Asia still celebrate
the New Year in the spring.
In the West, however, the
beginning of the New Year is
recognized on January 1st,

stemming from the calendar of
the Roman Empire. Initially,
the Romans, like many other
ancient cultures, recognized
spring as a time to celebrate
the New Year. March 25 signified the New Year until 153
B.C., when the Roman Senate
declared January 1st to be
^,
the official date of the
^O.
New Year. In
order to
O synchronize this
new calendar
with the sun,
the previous
year lasted
for 445
days.
In the first
centuries after
the birth of Christ, the
Catholic Church disapproved
of New Year's celebrations
and labeled them pagan.
However, as the cnurch began
to grow, it began holding its
own celebrations at the same
time as the pagan festivities.
For example, many people
began to celebrate New Year's
Day as the Feast of
Christ's circumcision.
For hundreds of years,
the Catholic Church
opposed the New
Year's holiday. For
this reason, much of
the Western world
has only celebrated
New Years for the
ast 400 years.
TRADITIONS
New Year's has been
celebrated since before recorded history and many traditions have become associated
with the holiday.
Making resolutions is a tradition that is popular in
Western culture today, but its

origins date back to the
ancient Babylonians.
However, unlike resolutions
made in contemporary culture, such as losing weight or
doing good deeds, it was
common for the Babylonians
to resolve to return borrowed farm equipment.
The baby is a popular
New Year's
symbol in
Western culture, but its
origin dates
back to
Greece in 600
B.C. The
Greeks
would praise
Dionysus,
god of wine,
by parading
a baby
around in a
basket. The
baby was
thought to represent the
rebirth of Dionysus and it
soon came to symbolize the
birth of a new year. The
Christian Church later used
the baby to symbolize Jesus
after deciding that it was not
a pagan
practice.
The
image of a
baby along
with a New
Years banner was
brought to •
America by
the
Germans.
The
Germanic
people had
been using
this effigy
since the fourteenth century.
Non-Western cultures, such
as in China and Vietnam

have New Year's customs
that include buying and
wearing new clothes, cleaning the house and paying off
debts. It is considered embarrassing by the Chinese to
start off the New Year with
debts. Houses are cleaned to
rid off evil spirits.
In China, preparation for
the New Year is similar to
the Christmas season in the
West, with preparations for the holiday beginning
more than a
month in
advance! In
Japan, a rope
of straw is
hung across
the front of
homes and
stands for happiness and good
luck for the New
Year. And in parts
of India, people wear flowers
in a variety of colors to ring
in the New Year. Women
typically dress in yellow,
which symbolizes the spring.
One New Year's tradition
unique to the United States is
the Tournament of
Roses Parade. This
dates back to 1886
when members of
the Valley Hunt
Club in California
decorated their carriages with flowers.
This was done to
signify the ripening
ofthe orange crop.
Today, the parade is
one of the most
popular in the country and is broadcast
nationwide to millions of people.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY
AUSTIN CRAMER

New; Year's Supplement
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A glimpse into the psychic realm

A statue of Buddha in Mrs.
Nicholas' office
Story by Kathleen Reuschle
Photos by Chrystal Jones
Driving down South
Main Street at night,
you may have seen
the colorful, fluorescent
"Psychic Readings" sign of
Mrs. Claire Nicholas,
Harrisonburg's only psychic.
A peculiar sight for such a
quaint town, I just had to
check it out for myself.
Mrs. Nicholas offers a
variety of psychic services, including palm,
tarot, and crystal readings. The palm reading,
the most general, lasts
between 10-15 minutes
while the more in-depth

crystal reading can last for
up to an hour. I decided to
focus my questions on the
crystal reading, since that
was the type of reading I was
most unfamiliar with.
Mrs. Nicholas uses quartz
crystals which "are the most
pure crystals to use for psychic purposes," she said. The
client holds the crystal,
which is basically a cluster of
tiny crystals in their hand,
and meditates on all the
issues that are affecting their
lives. Then Mrs. Nicholas
takes the crystal and meditates with it.
After meditating, she reads
back to the client what she
infers from the energy in the
crystal. "The crystal will
actually get warm from all
the energy released into it,"
Mrs. Nicholas said.
She also displayed her
tarot cards for me, which are
similar to the kind you see in
the movies or variety shops.
Her cards looked very powerful in conjunction with the
crystals and other things in
the room.
The atmosphere of the
room was very interesting as
well. If you have never been
in a psychic's chamber, you
might be quite intrigued by
all of the interesting things in
and around the room.
In Mrs. Nicholas' room
there is a Buddha statue
standing close to the door
and a stone astrology chart

on the wall. On her glass
table there are a variety of
objects: a sphinx, a pyramid,
assorted elephant figurines,
several crystals, and a gold
Bible, all atop a cloth zodiacal scarf.
These elements all made
for what could be called an
Ouija experience.; when
you're not sure if
you're moving the
Ouija piece or
some spirit is
moving your
hands.
I felt a
strange feeling while I
was in the
room.I
couldn't
tell if this
was a selffulfilling
prophecy
whereby I
thought I
should feel
this way in the
presence of a
psychic, or
whether it was a
result of the energy and
spirit surrounding me.
After speaking with Mrs.
Nicholas, I learned a little
about her life.
She came to Harrisonburg
five years ago. Previously
she studied metaphysics in
California, and then moved
to Florida where she lived
with her new husband.

me she had an experience
15 years ago in which she
saw a vast light. "It was
something very personal,"
she said. "I can see angels
and energy around objects
and people ... in many
forms."
So what does Mrs.
Nicholas predict for
Harrisonburg in the millennium? Here's what she
told us.
"Harrisonburg will be
expanding. Many
businesses will come
and develop in this
area. This will
mean more jobs
for people who
venture here. A
particular major
corporation will be
expanding here,
and their production will rise.
"Harrisonburg on
the whole has a very
positive aura. Energy
is very important to the
area we live in and
reflects on the people who
live in it. The area will get
busier as the city population
will continue to rise. Many
people will relocate to
Harrisonburg.
enjoying the
"In general, people will
more leisurely life that
pick Harrisonburg to raise
Harrisonburg has to offer.
their families because of its
How did she discover
her special psychic ability? strong Karma energy. In
all, many positive changes
Mrs. Nicholas would not
are coming for the people
go into detail about her
own discovery, but did tell of this community."

She came to Harrisonburg
to raise her family in a place
with a hometown atmosphere where she could also
be closer to her extended
family. Mrs. Nicholas now
has her office in her home
and is

Waterford crystallizes the new millennium
By Andrew Harman

Artist Rendition

There is one scene that has
been a mainstay of every
New Year's Eve celebration
in America since 1907 — the dropping of the ball over Times Square
at midnight. The event has become
as synonymous with New Year's
as the traditional glass of champagne.
The next ball that drops over
New York's Times Square on New
Year's Eve will be a far cry from the
original iron ball that debuted in
1907. The new ball will be made
from Waterford Crystal, straight
from Waterford, Ireland. To say that
considerable effort went into the
construction of Waterford's ball
would be an understatement. It
would be, in fact, the understatement of the millennium.
When the clock strikes midnight
and rings in the new year, America
will get its first real glimpse of the
masterpiece. With a six-foot diameter and a weight of 1,070 pounds, it
is the largest and heaviest New
Year's Eve ball ever.
One hundred and sixty-eight
translucent triangular panels are

attached to the ball's aluminum
frame. Each of these triangular panels features three Waterford crystal
triangles, ranging in length from 4.75
to 5.75 inches, each of which is decorated with the "Star of Hope" design.
The three sides of this design
stand for the past, present and
future. Inside of the Star of Hope,
there is a seven-pointed star that
represents the seven continents. The
seven points all meet at one point
which symbolizes the world.
As if the dazzling display of
crystal wasn't enough, Waterford
has included an intense lighting
arrangement to complement the
ball. The ball's exterior will be illuminated by 168 Phillips Halogena
2000 watt light bulbs, made exclusively for the occasion.
The interior of the Waterford ball
features 208 clear light bulbs, 224
colored bulbs (56 each of red, blue,
green and yellow) and 96 high
intensity strobe lights. According to
a Times Square fact sheet, these
lights will create "bright, bubbling
bursts of color."
To top things off, 92 «-otating
pyramid mirrors are mounted on
the ball's exterior to reflect light

back into the audience at Times
Square. The 696 lights, as well as the
rotating mirrors are controlled by
computer, enabling the ball to produce "a state-of-the-art light show of
eye-dazzling colorful patterns and a
spectacular kaleidoscope effect atop
One Times Square," says the Times
Square fact sheet. The lighting and
special effects are engineered by
Con Edison.
The old ball, a rhinestone-halogenstrobe-encrusted sphere, may be displayed nationally on tour or auctioned off, presumably for a very
large sum of money. Imagine having
the old New Year's Eve ball transformed into your dining room chandelier!
JMU students have mixed reactions about the new Waterford
Crystal Ball. Sophomore Jamie Carty
said," I've only seen the artist's rendition of it, but from what 1 have
heard it sounds like an impressive
chunk of glass."
Sophomore Patrick Mulligan
said," I'll watch it, but it's not
going to distract me from the true
meaning of New Year's: peace
and love. Oh, and partying, lots
of partying!"
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New Year's Eve Destiru
Where will you be
?
when the ball drops <
Compiled by Kristy Woollum
Photos by Kristy Woollum and Steven Glass
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"I am going to celebrate
the millennium in Paris
with my sister who is
studying there. It shouh
be ultrasonic!"
Amal Akbar
junior

"I am probably going to
get blitzed and go see 2
Skinny J's in Baltimore.'
Syd Severino
junior

"Unfortunately, I have to
work but I hope to get ofl
early and make it to D.C.
by midnight."
Erin Matusek
senior

I am going to Times
Square to party with all
other psychos."
Tim Pierson
senior

"I don't know, but what I
do know is the mother shi|
will land and the intergalactic disco space warrior monkeys will take the
chosen ones home."
Deirdre McConnell
senior

NT SPOTLIGHT
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"I will be at First Night
Harrisonburg ringing in
the New Year with the rest
of the town."
Dr. Diane Foucar-Szocki
Coordinator of adult education and HRD

"I am going to New York
City but staying outside of
Time Square in a friend's
apartment."
Nancy Sherman
junior

"Me and my fiance are
going to celebrate on the
beach with a little
romance in Virginia
Beach."
Ross Winfield
senior

"I will be going back to
Vermont to spend time
with my family."
Todd Tihen
Let's Go worker

"I am going to Hawaii
with the wife and kids."
Rich "Gio" Giordano
senior

"I am going to the MCI
Center in D.C. with a
bunch of my high school
friends. They are creating
the whole MCI Center
into 'The Millennial City."
Patty Yussefieh
junior

i am going to Atlanta to
go drinking at the bars in
Buckhead and to hang out
with my ex-girlfriend
Lindsy."
Ryan Downey
junior

"I am going to party in
New York with my
friends."
Michael Alfonso
junior

T am going to Marco
Island, Florida with fourteen of my friends."
John Brady
senior

"I am hanging out with
friends and fam."
Misty Noel
sophomore

"I am going to a huge bash
with all of my friends in
good old Manchester,
Connecticut."
Katie Norton
junior

"I am going to Connecticut
to visit with friends. I
know it's not the most
happening place, but I'll
be with the people I love."
Margaret Barbour
junior

"i am going home to
Chicago to party at Lincoln Avenue."
Lisa Wolf
junior

" I'm going to the Phish
show in Florida and I'm
going to dance my #$@
off 'till dawn."
Kimberly Miller
junior

"If you only knew.
Eric J. Pollyn
unior

•Arf, arf. Arf, arf."
Duke Dog
JMU Mascot

I'm getting a bottle of
moonshine and playing
racquetball by myself."
Austin Horbaly
junior
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2000!
A list of New
Year's Eve
hotspots
around
the world
Story by Amy Bafumo
& Kathleen Reuschle
Times Square, New York on New Year's Eve

New York
Times Square 2000, The
Global Celebration at the
Crossroads of the World,
will be the largest New
Year's Eve celebration ever
held in Times Square's 95year history.
The live program will
incorporate music, special
effects and video broadcasts from around the
globe, as well as hundreds
of costumed dancers and
actors. All of these performances will take place
over a half-square mile
area of Times Square.
Cultural celebrations in
Times Square will change
according to time zones.
When a new time zone
reaches the millenium,
celebrations will change
accordingly. The South
Pacific will be the first
zone to celebrate the year
2000 and therefore the
first to be featured in
Times Square.
As the New Year
arrives in the Indian
subcontinent, a 22-foot
long elephant, one of
the largest processional
puppets of the event,
will walk through the
Square to musical
accompaniment.
As the clock strikes 6
p.m. (EST) on December
31st, 41 European and
African countries will
enter the New Year.
Dozens of puppeteers
will hoist up banners
made of silhouette

cutouts created by students of the New York
City Public Schools. The
silhouettes represent the
children of the 41 different countries. The dramatic sounds of a children's choir will fill
Times Square, as streamers rain down on the
crowd.
At 10p.m. (EST), midnight will reach South
America and a soundtrack
of thundering tribal percussion will fill Times
Square. At this point, a fantasy world will be portrayed using fanciful processional puppets such as a

New York City
Photo Courtesy of New York
Convention & Visitor Bureau

Photo courtesy of New York Convention & Visitors Bureau

spry "Baby Time" and a
sprawling Chinese dragon.
There will also be ant, butterfly and exotic snake puppets from the tropics.
Also included are 400
dancers, actors and musicians as well as five giant
Panasonic Astrovision
screens which will broadcast live images from
New Year's Eve celebrations worldwide.
In addition to the performers, a nearly 10-hour
long sound score of
indigenous and original
music will be broadcast
over Times Square. The
broadcast will play over

18 speaker stacks and a
state-of-the-art 18-channel
surround sound system.

a relatively inexpensive
cover charge.

Las Vegas

Miami
Gloria Estefan and
American Airlines Arena are
hosting a Concert
Spectacular Extravaganza to
ring in the millennium in
Miami. Tickets begin at $150.
The Radisson Hotel will
host a Cuban theme party
and the theaters on Lincoln
Road will be debuting
their First Night performances.
In addition, nightclubs
will be open to patrons for

Miami, Florida

Photo courtesy of Greater Miami
Convention & Vistors Bureau

Pat Benatar, performing
at the Hilton, will not be
the only out-of-town
guest to find her way to
Las Vegas this year.
Cther performers
include Rodney
Dangerfield and Barbara
Streisand at the MGM
Grand; Elton John and
Tina Turner at the Thomas
and Mack Center; Bette
Midler at the Mandalay
Events Center; REO
Speedwagon, Creedence
Clearwater Revisited,
Starship, and The Guess
Who at Fremont Street;
and Santana at the Hard
Rock Hotel.
According to the
Everything 2000 website,
1000 religious activists will
converge on Las Vegas at
midnight on New Year's
Eve to participate in an
event titled Walking the
Ways of Peace.
Those visitors wanting to
forgo the religious experience, and concentrate on
the party, can see Benetar
perform at the Las Vegas
Hilton. The price of this
concert is yet to be
announced but included is
a champagne toast and
party favors.
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jurbon Street, New Orleans

New Orleans
Several area hotels and
estaurants will feature
arious millennium events
)r visitors and residents of
lis culturally flavorful
r*yLe Meridian, a local
[otel, offers a complete
jlew Year's package that
icludes limousine picks, wine, champagne,
rench themed gifts, and a
Back tie evening event.
ie four-night package
Uls for $4,000 per two
eople.
| The historic French
jarter Lanaux House is
lanning tour packages
at will present New
jleans tradition and histoI. Some of the city tours
|11 offer a cruise on the
sissippi and continental
eakfasts for all guests.

Los Angeles
To mark the year 2000,
' will be a huge laser,
it, and fireworks display
jlhe Hollywood Sign in
1
Los Angeles hills.
For those who have large
is of money, the Eagles,
>n Browne and Linda
istadt will be perform; at the Staples Center,
tickets ranging in
ce from $50 to $1000.
jiven the most publiciIn Los Angeles newspa\s is the LA Millennium
pw- a mix of people,
its, sound and special
fects meant to convey
lotions of excitement,
Je and brotherhood.

HOTSPOTS
Tokyo, will close to
everyone but the
850 guests who
have bought the
65,000 Yen ($611)
millennium party
ticket. Each of the
hotel's six dining
locations will be
decorated with
individual themes
from different cities
around the world.
One room will be
modeled after the
Copacabana
seashore resort,
famous in the 1940s
as a playground for
the rich. Men and
women in Mardi
Gras theme costumes will mingle
with guests as they
dance to the sounds
of live Brazilian
music.
The guests will feast on a
menu that includes caviar,
lobster and pheasant.
Acrobats in Algerian
inspired costumes will
swing overhead as exotic
birds in golden rings, while
contortionists show their talents on the ground.
Another room will have
Paris in the 1920s as its
theme. Signature dishes of
the top chefs of France will
be paired with vintage
wines and champagnes.
Set in the cafe tradition
that is synonymous with the
spirit of Paris, this party will
be staffed by people in 1920s
costumes, while entertainment will be provided by
violinists, accordionists,
pantomimes, and artists at
tableside.
The Park Hyatt ballroom
will become an elegant ball
set in 1930s Shanghai. The
party will include professional ballroom dancers and
a nine-piece band, as well as
the drama of a traditional
Chinese lion dance.
There will also be rooms
depicting the Renaissance
era of Florence, Italy, a
Japanese Edo-Period street,
and a New York grill.

San Francisco
Nearly all of the city's
hotels, restaurants and
nightclubs will have special
events and parties. Some
will be open to the public,
others will be exclusive
affairs.
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel is
taking reservations for "The
Ultimate Experience" package. This includes a night in
the Ritz-Carlton Presidential
Suite, an 18-karat gold
Bulgari watch, Taittinger
champagne, and use of a
brand-new Jaguar, among
many other luxuries. The
package sells for $100,000.
Seven other millennium
packages, requiring a threenight minimum, start at
$2,800.

Washington D.C.
Quincy Jones and George
Stevens, Jr. have been asked
by the president and the
first lady to produce
"America's Millennium
Gala."
Steven Spielberg will produce a feature film called
"The Midnight Moment"
complete with an original
musical score by John
Williams, composer of the
Star Wars movie scores.
The Smithsonian will
sponsor a "Millennium on
the Mall: Traditions and
Tomorrow" complete with
parades, lectures, and
exhibits. Each monument
will host special events
throughout the day.

Paris, France
The mayor of Paris has
decided on a millennium
celebration with the theme
of "Le Choix du Cceur,"
which in English translates
to "Choice of Heart." The
celebration, which has been
running since July and will
continue until December
2000, will include around 45
special events that include
exhibitions, attractions, and
competitions.

Tokyo, Japan
The Park Hyatt, one of the
Mnier hotels in all of

Eiffel Tower, Paris, France
courtesy of Christie Messina
The celebration has two
meanings, according to the
mayor. The first is a reaffirmation of the physical
beauty of Paris, to emphasize the importance of the
city's beauty in the lives
and minds of Paris residents.
The second purpose of
the celebration is to embody
the overall New Year's "resolution" of the city. The resolution consists of the
desire to be more welcoming, the need to become
more environmentally
friendly, and the goal to
improve the quality of living.
Overall, the events will
symbolize ideas of youth,
fraternity, peace, knowledge, and creativity. The
mayor decided that this
approach would be a positive reflection on the past,
present, and future ideals of
the city of Paris.

Cairo, Egypt
The desert will come
alive on December 31, 1999
for a black tie symphony
affair. The Great Pyramid
at Cheops will be the backdrop for a host of millennium activities.
The Millennium Society
is hosting a World
Millennium Celebration
that will feature a variety of
festive events topped off by
a truly crowning finale.
The Great Pyramid will
don a nine-meter gold cap
that will return the structure to its original height of
137 meters.

London, England
Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco

Judy Houston

Anyone wanting to expe-

rience a European version
of Times Square would do
well to be in London for
New Year's Eve.
Trafalgar Square is the
London equivalent of the
Times Square Celebration
and there will be plenty of
entertainment and other festivities that will ensue on the
Thames River.
The Queen of England
will also participate in the
celebration on the Thames
River. Amidst the entertainment, the Queen will help
fire a laser beam across the
river that will start a chain
reaction that eventually
ignites the world's largest
beacon. This event, The
British Gas Millennium, is
part of a larger event,
London's Big Time Party.
Impresario Cameron
Mackintosh will produce an
inaugural extravaganza to
ring in 2000. Included in the
festivities is a special
Millennium Wheel. This
500-ft. structure will be
located near the Thames
River.
On New Year's Day there
will be a London Parade,
which is the biggest of its
kind in the world.
According to the website
Everything 2000, the parade
will feature a marching
band, clowns and thousands
of cheerleaders to get the
crowd pumped up.

Rio De Janeiro,
Brazil
Rio De Janeiro, rumored
to be among the wildest
cities in the world, is keeping a tight lid on the city's
plans for the Millennium.
Even though the details
are being kept somewhat of
a secret, visitors and residents can expect to look forward to a beach party where
the dress code will probably
consist of bikinis and glitter.
Copacabana and Ipanema,
two hot spots of Rio De
Janeiro, Brazil, will feature
concerts and enourmous
fireworks shows that will
commemorate the year 2000.

Sydney, Australia
The Sydney Opera House
is the place to be when the
clock strikes midnight.
Starting at $800, one can
buy tickets to various
Millennium events being
held all day and night.
One event is "Fanfare for
the Millennium." You will
be wined and dined while
watching feature stars of
Opera Australia in a performance of some operatic
highlights.
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tire on Life in the Not-So Distant Future
BY STEVEN GLASS
The year is 2015:
Harrisonburg is still
nothing more than a stop
on a carnival tour and the
reigning champion of poultry
production. It still rains often,
because ISAT hasn't figured
out how to control the weather
yet. It also still smells like a
mixture of Puppy Chow and
chicken feed whenever it rains
in the Valley.
■*/

HUMOR
Unfortunately, the Valley no
longer exists as we once
remembered. Wal-Mart built
a Superstore in Dayton so
large that it is actually considered a mountain by geologists,
and thus closes off what we
consider to be the Shenandoah
Valley.
Speaking of Wal-Mart, they
are now the controlling group
of James Madison University
and are petitioning to have the
name changed to "Big Yellow
Rolling Back the Prices
University."
All of this followed WalMart's emergency takeover of
the school after an attempted
coup of President Rose's
administration. Rose, following up with his plan for an
"All Together One" university,
unveiled his plan for every
JMU student to live in Godwin
gym in what his administration
called a "communal setting."
Students, upset with the idea,
attempted an overthrow of his
administration in January of
2013. However, the attempt
failed due to a lack of interest
blamed on the scarcity of campus parking.
"Dude, I was all psyched
about an overthrow," one
would-be overthrower said.
"But when I got in my car to
go to campus I couldn't find a
spot anywhere. Besides, by
that time all I really wanted to
do was go home and watch
Sportscenter."
The leaders of the overthrow, found to be in violation
of JMU's Honor Code and
expelled, also blame campus
parking for the failed coup.
"I tried to park in the parking
deck by the lake, but the man
said I couldn't until after 7:00
p.m." Hoyt Rothchild said.
The former leader of the
Militant Dukes Student
Liberation Army is now a
blacksmith at the Frontier
Culture Museum in Staunton.
President Rose survived the
overthrow attempt and carries
on confidently. He has found
a new hobby raising alpacas in
New Market in his spare time.
The SMAD department now
finds itself sharing Harrison

Hall with the history majors.
In a freak accident the AnthonySeeger building was sucked into
the ground while crews were trying to pave the gravel pit. The
SMAD department said they
should have a new building
whenever Harrisonburg abandons their current elementary
school.
Meanwhile, the original ISAT
building across 1-81 has gradually begun to resemble a haunted
castle, with ivy growing up the
sides and bats that "swarm people whenever they buy Peanut
M&M's out of the vending
machines," one student claims.
ISAT also offers classes now
taught in the middle of the night
by professors who hang upside
down by their ankles.
All of this has prompted ISAT
officials to play with the idea of
renting it out to the city of
Harrisonburg to be used as a
haunted house for Halloween.
The Greek community has fallen on hard times after misfortune
struck during dry rush last year.
Brothers from the newly chartered fraternity Tappa Kegga
Daley were reportedly launching
rushees over Newman Lake in
empty containters. The administration reported that the students
were not "drunk on alcohol,"

and refused to speculate on the
possibility that the containers
were beer kegs.
According to police reports,
the brothers accidentally shot
one of the rushees over the lake
and onto Interstate 81, where
upon some minutes later he was
found "not intoxicated." The
student was then pecked to within an inch of his life by chickens
that were propelled from the
overturned truck that swerved to
avoid the boy.
This prompted the university to
severely sanction the Greek
community, to the point that
many fraternities either folded
or moved off campus.
The Port Republic hill still
offers many mediocre off campus living choices at prices that
would even stun Bill Gates, who
by the way will own all of the
purple Monopoly properties
once he buys the state of
Virginia.
However, in order to pass
through the woods between
Ashby Crossing and Stone Gate,
one must pay a toll to Robin
Hood and his merry men, who
guard the forest when they are
not out writing parking tickets.
Dining services were forced to
cancel their punch based dining
plan some years ago after it was

tound by marketing professors,
according to a report they submitted, "utterly the most backwards and ill thought out structure of campus dining ever to be
concocted by paid individuals."
To eat on campus now, students simply show up and convince the people working the
registers that they really are
hungry enough to eat the food
provided by JMU. According to
some students, this has proven
to be a much more daunting task
than trying to figure out when
they could and couldn't punch in
the past.
The nurses in the infirmary
sucummed to an entrepreneurial
fever, and now run a salt water
taffy business out of the back
doors of the Health Center.
"We had an awful lot of salt and
water laying around," one nurse
said. "The idea just went from
there."
The crystal ball has big changes
on tap for JMU in the coming
years. Many new classes will be
offered as the university
continues to expand. The ISAT
college announced its newest
concentration, the Fundamentals
of Lego Construction. The
Science Department has promised a GSCI 101 class that,
according to some students

who have previewed it, will no
longer make it the hardest,
most pointless GenEd class at
the university.
Over in the SMAD department plans are underway for a
class focusing specifically on
the dynamics of watching
"Wheel of Fortune." And, in a
stunning change of cirriculum,
the Art department has
promised to become more
"artsy."
On the social front, the university pulled a 180 by
announcing that kegs will be
available to purchase at Mr.
Chips beginning in the spring
semester.
In addition, students will be
allotted two beer tickets at
dinner time at both Gibbons
Hall and PC Dukes. Naturally,
that number will be bumped
up to six on nights when there
is kareoke in Gibbons Hall.
The university also promised
that students in the future
would not be ashamed to say
they live in Eagle Hall.
Unfortunately, they would not
elaborate any further on the
matter.
Other than that, things are
still pretty much the same.

BY ANDREW HARMAN
Prediction #10
UPB finally gets the Dave Matthews Band to perform at JMU as part of the band's 30th anniversary tour.
Prediction #9
Wilson hall is leveled in favor of a 4th parking garage.
Prediction #8
JMU students get the day off from classes in observance of the inauguration of JMU's new head chef.
Freshman are required to attend, of course.
Prediction #7
Beer vending machines are installed in residence halls.
Prediction #6
On the JMU application for admission, there are two choices for preferred major:
1- ISAT or 2- whatever else we still offer.
Prediction #5
Dining services introduces PC (Personal Computers) Dukes, where food is delivered to your room via the internet.
Prediction #4:
Godwin Hall is demolished in order to plant the largest chrysanthamum garden in college history.
Prediction #3:
Jim Bruer makes a return visit to JMU and performs in front of a sold-out crowd in Jackson 107.
Prediction #2:
On campus McDonald's, Taco Bell, Chick-Fil-A and Arby's all agree
to accept meal punches. D-hall is converted to a museum.
Prediction # 1
There will be no more science classes.
(No, I'm only kidding you. You didn't think, I'd end it on that did you?)
Real Prediction # 1
JMU buys Rockingham Memorial Hospital in order to
accommodate for it's enrollment expansion to 30,000 students.

